INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS
PROPOSED ADOPTION OF REGULATIONS FOR
THE RESPONSIBLE BEVERAGE SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM ACT OF 2017

PROPOSED ADOPTIONS TO TITLE 4: SECTIONS 160, 161, 162, 163,
164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 168.1, 168.2, 168.3,
169, 170, 171, 172, and 173.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PURPOSE

In the past, California has not required responsible beverage service (RBS) training for alcohol servers who provide alcohol to customers even though 18 other states have seen some benefits from doing so. The legislature adopted the Responsible Beverage Service Training Program Act of 2017 (RBSTPA), codified as Business and Professions Code §§ 25680-25686, because it found that alcohol servers throughout the state would benefit from mandatory RBS training. A 2015 study shows the total annual cost of excessive alcohol consumption for the entire California economy was $35 billion in 2010.¹ The California alcohol server population is in a unique position to assess and intervene if customers pose a potential threat to public safety. Proper intervention by alcohol servers could help curb the harm of the overuse of alcohol in California. The legislative intent of the RBSTPA is to reduce service of alcohol to obviously intoxicated customers and underage persons at ABC on-premises licensed establishments. Other states have implemented similar programs to the RBSTPA and have seen the overuse of alcohol diminish within their jurisdictions.

The RBSTPA requires the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) to develop, implement, and administer a curriculum for a statewide RBS program and promulgate regulations specifically addressing the approval of training providers on or before January 1, 2020.² ABC is also granted general authority to adopt rules necessary for the administration of the RBSTPA.³

The RBSTPA regulations package meets the legislative mandates to ensure a comprehensive mandatory curriculum is taught by competent and effective training providers under the oversight of ABC. The regulation action expands and enumerates the mandatory curriculum topics laid out by the legislature, sets approval standards for accreditation agencies and training providers, creates an online alcohol server certification validation system to reduce fraud and lower costs of all affected parties, and sets the penalty guideline for an ABC on-premises licensee that violates the certification mandate. Each of these provisions was written in a manner to be the least restrictive, least costly, and most beneficial in meeting the legislative intent of curbing the harm of the overuse of alcohol in California.

² Business and Professions Code § 25681(b)(1)
³ Business and Profession Code § 25685(b)
BENEFITS

By establishing a uniform and standard education requirement for all alcohol servers, the legislature sought to improve the likelihood that an alcohol server will intervene before a customer who has overused alcohol endangers the public. It is estimated that this regulatory package will be able to reduce those costs by 10% by 2024, saving the California economy $3.5 billion per year while increasing public health and safety for all Californians.

AUTHORITY

The RBSTPA grants ABC regulatory authority and mandated promulgation of regulations by January 1, 2020, setting standards for the mandatory RBS training course curriculum, accreditation agency and training provider approval standards, and any other rules ABC determines are necessary for the administration of the RBSTPA.

NECESSITY

The specific purpose for each proposed section is as follows:

Section 160: Subsection (a) of the proposed rule establishes the authority for the regulations and sets forth the intent of the department in drafting the regulations for the RBSTPA. This provision is necessary to establish the interpretive basis for the language used throughout the regulatory action.

Subsection (b) defines terms used in the regulations and makes clear terms used in Business and Professions Code §§ 25680 – 25686 and the proposed regulations that were not previously defined in Business and Professions Code § 25680. Each of the definitions are necessary to ensure interpretations of language used in the RBSTPA and accompanying regulations are uniform and enforceable.

Subdivision (b)(1) of the proposed rule is necessary for a uniform acronym for the department to be used throughout the regulations package.

Subdivision (b)(2) of the proposed rule is necessary to have a single term to encompass all ABC license types within the three-tier system, whether manufacturer, distributor, or retailer, that have privileges to allow their owner to serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on an ABC licensed premises to the public.

Subdivision (b)(3) of the proposed rule is necessary to refer to owners of one of the ABC on-premises licenses types who must ensure their employees comply with the RBSTPA.

Subdivision (b)(4) of the proposed rule is necessary to establish where the service of alcohol for consumption under the RBSTPA occurs.

Subdivision (b)(5) of the proposed rule is necessary to define an actor within the RBSTPA that will be subject to the statute and regulatory action.
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Subdivision (b)(6) of the proposed rule is necessary to define a term for the exam mentioned in the RBSTPA as a requirement for alcohol servers to be certified under the program.

Subdivision (b)(7) of the proposed rule is necessary to help all parties understand the triggering date found in the RBSTPA to know if the licensee’s affirmative defense to not having a current employee certified within the statutory 60-day period applies.

Subdivision (b)(8) of the proposed rule is necessary to define interactivity elements so that training providers will know how to create their RBS training courses, and to ensure the department can reject RBS training courses that do not help alcohol servers learn to refuse service to minors and obviously intoxicated patrons.

Subdivision (b)(9) of the proposed rule is necessary to refine the definition of what actions constitute managing or supervising an alcohol server to allow ABC licensees to understand who is expected to be certified under the RBSTPA. It also specifically excludes distributors who give trainings to ABC licensee employees to market or distribute a product for sale. The exception is necessary because this activity is not within the intent of the statute of reducing the harm to public safety through limiting alcoholic beverage service to minors and obviously intoxicated patrons.

Subdivision (b)(10) of the proposed rule is necessary for certified alcohol servers and one-day non-profit licensees to understand what is expected of their named person or persons during the service of alcohol for consumption during their one-day special event to ensure the responsible service of alcoholic beverages.

Subdivision (b)(11) of the proposed rule is necessary to create a term for the database of RBSTPA certificates that ABC is creating for use in validating alcohol server certifications by ABC licensees, training providers, the department, and law enforcement agencies.

Subdivision (b)(12) of the proposed rule is necessary so that accreditation agencies and training providers know which individuals within their organization must meet the regulatory standards for department approval to act under the RBSTPA.

Subdivision (b)(13) of the proposed rule is necessary for a uniform acronym for “responsible beverage service” to be used throughout the regulations package.

Subdivision (b)(14) of the proposed rule is necessary for a uniform definition for someone who gives an RBS training course to alcohol servers to be used throughout the regulations package.

Subdivision (b)(15) of the proposed rule is necessary to refine the definition of what actions constitute “serving alcohol for consumption” at an ABC licensed premises to allow ABC licensees to understand who is expected to be certified under the RBSTPA. ABC determined that the four actions described in the rule capture all aspects of direct alcohol service, and therefore finds it necessary to require anybody engaging in these activities to complete RBS training.

Section 161 defines the general requirements for all RBS training courses to be approved by the department or an accreditation agency.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present, at a minimum, the topics and information contained in California Code of Regulations Title 4 §§162 -166 to alcohol servers in their
RBS training course. This provision is necessary to establish what topics and information (i.e. those described in rules 162-166) must be incorporated into an authorized RBS training course prior to approval by the department or accreditation agency to ensure that the training adequately prepares an alcohol server to responsibly serve alcohol and meets the statutory requirements of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (b) requires that interactivity elements must occur, at a minimum, for each of the five major curriculum topics in Business and Professions code § 25680(c). This is necessary to ensure alcohol servers taking the training course engage with the course content so that they better understand and retain the information being provided, and eventually put their knowledge into practice by acting responsibly when serving alcohol.

Subsection (c) requires that training providers provide handouts, electronic files, or transcripts of training course content to alcohol servers. This is necessary to give alcohol servers the opportunity to review the topics and information learned during the training course over the following three years that their certification is valid. The availability of such information will enhance the likelihood that servers will continue to practice responsible beverage service after being certified.

Section 162 defines the topics to be covered in an approved RBS training course for the statutory required topic “the social impact of alcohol.” This section is necessary to define the minimum standards of curriculum for a portion of an RBS training course for both creation and approval.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present information on the positive impact of alcohol sales on a community. This is necessary because alcohol servers should be aware that the impacts of alcohol sales in a community can have some positive effects such as increased economy and tax revenue.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the negative impact of alcohol sales on a community. This is necessary to help alcohol servers understand the moral and ethical obligation to refuse service to minors and obviously intoxicated patrons.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present specific types of costs to the community due to the overuse of alcoholic beverages, included in subdivisions (c)(1) through (c)(4) and all subparagraphs therein. This section is necessary to help alcohol servers learn and understand the specific harms the overuse of alcohol can have on their community and people within that community. All topics described were determined by the department to be relevant to an alcohol servers complete understanding of such harm and are necessary for servers to comprehend the full potential impact of alcohol service that enables overuse.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present to the alcohol server their responsibility to be the gatekeeper and that their refusal to serve minors and obviously intoxicated patrons can avoid the costs of the overuse of alcohol. This is necessary to teach the alcohol servers the importance of changing their behavior through implementation of the information learned in an RBS training course.
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Section 163 defines the topics to be covered in an approved RBS training course for the statutory required topic “the impact of alcohol on the body.” This section is necessary to define the minimum standards of curriculum for a portion of an RBS training course for both creation and approval.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present a basic scientific understanding of how alcohol affects the human body physiologically. This includes subdivision (1) which describes alcohol’s path through the human body in subparagraphs (A) – (D), subdivision (2) which describes how the human body processes alcohol in subparagraphs (A) – (D), subdivision (3) which requires the training provider to give common myths about sobering up, and subdivision (4) that requires the training provider to define the specific effects on the body listed in subparagraphs (A)-(C). This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers with a basic common understanding of how alcohol changes the human body systems, how its processed and to reveal common myths about ways to sober up a person that do not work. This will help alcohol servers better recognize when to refuse service to an obviously intoxicated patron.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present how alcohol impairs driving through specific symptoms of intoxication required to be taught in subdivision (1) – (4). This subsection is necessary to teach alcohol servers why alcohol impaired driving is dangerous and leads to the negative community outcomes taught in section 162.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present established Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) levels and how to discuss how a person is intoxicated through that system. It also includes the important information that intoxication can occur in as little as one drink in subdivision (2). This section is necessary for alcohol servers to understand the BAC system and how to make sure obviously intoxicated persons are refused service.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present specific potential signs of intoxication for alcohol servers to recognize. These specific signs are broken up into four subdivisions; physical reactions, physical appearance, lowering of inhibitions, and loss of judgement, each with sub paragraphs for specific signs and symptoms. This subsection is necessary because it will inform alcohol servers how to detect obviously intoxicated persons and help them recognize patrons prior to that stage to prevent a patron from becoming obviously intoxicated.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present five factors; the amount and speed of consumption of alcohol, binge drinking, alcohol tolerance, medications or recreational and illegal drugs, and altitude, that can affect the severity of intoxication in a person each in its own subdivision and subparagraphs where needed. This subsection is necessary for alcohol servers to understand other factors that can lead to a rapid onset of being obviously intoxicated in their patrons.

Section 164 defines the topics to be covered in an approved RBS training course for the statutory required topic “state laws and regulations relating to alcoholic beverage control, including laws and regulations related to driving under the influence.” This section is necessary to define the minimum standards of curriculum for a portion of an RBS training course for both creation and approval.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25682 to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol
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servers and their managers understand the statute that requires them to become certified under the RBSTPA, the requirements of the affirmative defense, and how nonprofit organizations with temporary daily licenses have different requirements for certifying persons to serve alcoholic beverages.

**Subsection (b)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Title 4 California Code of Regulations § 160(b). This subsection is necessary so alcohol servers must learn the definition which control the RBSTPA and its accompanying regulations.

**Subsection (c)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25683 to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and their managers know that if a person is not certified under the RBSTPA, they may not serve alcoholic beverages for consumption at an ABC licensed premises.

**Subsection (d)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25684 to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to inform alcohol servers and their managers that an alcohol server’s failure to be certified is an administrative violation against the ABC on-premises license.

**Subsection (e)** of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present three different categories of crimes in California; infractions, misdemeanors, and felonies. Subdivisions (1) – (3) requires the definition and penalties for each category to be taught in an RBS training course. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and their managers understand the way crimes and criminal liabilities are classified as they learn the various areas of the law that correspond to the service of alcoholic beverage for consumption.

**Subsection (f)** of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the types of liability for ABC licensees, their employees, and contractors. This is separated into three subdivisions; criminal liability, administrative liability, and civil liability. Each subdivision is broken down into appropriate sub paragraphs to require the training provider to teach how these differing liabilities are adjudicated and punished in general. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and their managers understand all the ways licensees, alcohol servers, and their managers may be liable for the overuse of alcohol due to their service of a minor or obviously intoxicated patron.

**Subsection (g)** of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present information about laws related to the service of alcohol for consumption. This section is necessary so alcohol servers are aware of basic relevant laws that apply to their employment.

**Subdivision (g)(1)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25658(a), (c), (d) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the service of an alcoholic beverage to a minor.

**Subdivision (g)(2)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25665 to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the presence of a minor in ABC licensed premises.

**Subdivision (g)(3)** of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25602(a) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be
included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the service of an alcoholic beverage to any habitual or common drunkard or to an obviously intoxicated person.

*Subdivision (g)(4)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Penal Code § 647(f) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding public intoxication.

*Subdivision (g)(5)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25663(a), (c) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the required age of alcohol servers employed at an ABC licensed premises.

*Subdivision (g)(6)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 24200.5(a) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the sale of illegal drugs at an ABC licensed premises.

*Subdivision (g)(7)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Vehicle Code § 23152(a), (b), (g) to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding driving under the influence of alcohol.

*Subdivision (g)(8)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code §§ 25631-25632 to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the service of alcohol during prohibited hours, or when the premises is closed.

*Subdivision (g)(9)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Health and Safety Code § 11362.3 to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the smoking or ingesting of cannabis at an ABC licensed premises.

*Subdivision (g)(10)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25621.5 to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the sale of cannabis at an ABC licensed premises.

*Subdivision (g)(11)* of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Title 17 California Code of Regulations § 40300 to alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to be included in the RBS training course so that alcohol servers and their managers understand the law regarding the prohibition of certain cannabis products including alcoholic beverages.

*Subsection (h)* of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present information regarding how alcoholic beverages are regulated in California, including two subdivisions regarding how state and local law enforcement enforce alcohol laws and the role of the department in that enforcement. This section is necessary so alcohol servers are aware of how the department and various law enforcement agencies regulate and enforce the statutes and regulations.
Subsection (i) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the role of local law enforcement. This is broken up into three subdivisions; they are required to enforce alcohol related laws, they are required to inform the department of any violations, arrests, or calls for service at an ABC licensed premises, and the inspection rights of any sworn peace officer. This section is necessary so alcohol servers are aware of how local law enforcement works with the department to enforce its laws and regulations and the inspection rights sworn peace officers have at an ABC licensed premises.

Subsection (j) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present that local jurisdictions may also have additional laws, ordinances, or provisions that can apply to an ABC licensed premises. This section is necessary so alcohol servers are aware that they should seek out and learn their local laws, ordinances, and provisions to remain in compliance with all applicable laws.

Section 165 defines the topics to be covered in an approved RBS training course for the statutory required topic “intervention techniques to prevent the service or sale of alcoholic beverages to underage persons or intoxicated persons.” This section is necessary to define the minimum standards of curriculum for a portion of an RBS training course for both creation and approval.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present why checking an identification (ID) of a patron prior to service of alcohol is important. Subdivision (1) requires the information of the minimum age to both purchase and consume alcohol in California, and subdivision (2) requires the information about the affirmative defense available to ABC licensees and alcohol server who are proven to have served a minor in reliance on a diligent inspection of a patron’s ID. This subsection is necessary to inform alcohol servers of the reasons checking ID is important prior to serving alcoholic beverages for consumption.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the three characteristics of a valid ID under the law. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers with the knowledge of what constitutes an acceptable ID for age verification.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25660 about the legally acceptable ID’s under California law to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers with the knowledge of the types of acceptable IDs for age verification.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present at least five examples of unacceptable IDs for the age verification process to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers with the knowledge of what constitutes an unacceptable ID for age verification.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the elements of a California Real ID card to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers the knowledge and skills to recognize a valid California Real ID.

Subsection (f) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present the elements of a California Federal Non-Compliant ID card to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers the knowledge and skills to recognize a valid California Federal Non-Compliant ID.
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Subsection (g) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present six common indicators of a false ID card to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers the knowledge to recognize and reject a false ID.

Subsection (h) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to present seven common techniques for checking an ID to alcohol servers. This subsection is necessary to provide alcohol servers the skills to do a diligent inspection of ID as required for an affirmative defense to serving an alcoholic beverage to a minor if a reasonable reliance of an ID is presented.

Subsection (i) of the proposed rule requires that training providers present the information contained in Business and Professions Code § 25659 to alcohol servers. This section details the right of an alcohol server to refuse service and the process for seizing and delivering a false ID to a law enforcement agency. This subsection is necessary for alcohol servers to understand their rights to check ID and seize a false ID being used to obtain alcoholic beverages illegally.

Subsection (j) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present to alcohol servers how to avoid service to obviously intoxicated patrons when serving alcoholic beverages. This section is necessary to build upon the signs of intoxication in Section 163 to help alcohol servers know when to refuse service and recognize a patron who is obviously intoxicated.

Subsection (k) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present to an alcohol server the five main reasons to refuse service to a patron. This subsection is necessary to teach alcohol servers the common instances to refuse service to patrons to avoid the overuse of alcohol.

Subsection (l) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present to alcohol servers at least eight skills to use in refusing service to a patron. This subsection is necessary to teach alcohol servers the skills to refuse service to avoid the overuse of alcohol.

Subsection (m) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present three types of common medication, recreational, or illegal drugs in each subdivision; depressants, stimulants, and hallucinogenics. The training provider must provide a definition, examples, and signs for the alcohol server to observe to see if patrons are under the influence of substances other than alcohol. This subsection is necessary to teach alcohol servers basic knowledge of how to identify patrons under the influence of other substances and when refuse service of alcoholic beverages.

Section 166 defines the topics to be covered in an approved RBS training course for the statutory required topic “the development of management policies that support the prevention of service or sale of alcoholic beverages to underage persons or intoxicated persons.” This section is necessary to define the minimum standards of curriculum for a portion of an RBS training course for both creation and approval.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present the ABC licensee’s duty to ensure policies are created by managers for their alcohol servers to guide employees in serving alcohol. The four subdivisions clarify the consequences of breach of the licensee’s duty; risk of administrative violations, recommended penalties for confirmed administrative violations, aggravating and mitigating factors for penalties, and the ability of licensees to petition for a payment in compromise of a suspension.
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of license. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers understand the consequences to the ABC licensed premises if effective policies are not created or followed.

**Subsection (b)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present the benefits of having policies for the service of alcohol for consumption to the public. Four subdivisions; uniformity of business practices, ensure a safe and comfortable space for patrons, reduce risk of criminal, civil, and administrative liability, and increased profitability must all be presented. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers understand why policies concerning service of alcohol for consumption are important and beneficial to all who work at the ABC licensed premises.

**Subsection (c)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present guidelines of three important policies to address alcohol service for consumption at every ABC licensed premises. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers know what situations policies should address.

**Subsection (d)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present four general guidelines for the creation of any policy at an ABC licensed premises. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers the best standard practices to create, maintain, and implement policies in their ABC licensed premises.

**Subsection (e)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present eleven critical RBS policy elements to be addressed by the ABC licensee, their employees and contractors. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers recognize all areas of service standardized policies should cover.

**Subsection (f)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present at a minimum seven uses for an incident log in communicating through various shifts at an ABC licensed premises. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers know how and when to use an incident log to increase uniformity and enforcement of the policies in place.

**Subsection (g)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to outline three ways policies should address an ABC licensed premises’ interaction with law enforcement. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers understand how policies should dictate and inform interactions with law enforcement.

**Subsection (h)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present information about discriminatory practices at an ABC licensed premises, including the classifications in California Civil Code § 51.6 and information contained in Business and Professions Code § 125.6. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers understand how to avoid discrimination in any way through their drink specials, refusals of service, or interactions with patrons.

**Subsection (i)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present hiring practices for alcohol servers and includes four subdivisions regarding age standards, certification under the RBSTPA, and employment and payroll records needed for the affirmative defense in the RBSTPA. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and managers know who can and can’t be an alcohol server by age, and what records need to be kept.

**Subsection (j)** of the proposed rule requires training providers to present at a minimum nine good hospitality practices and policies to be implemented at an ABC licensed premises. This subsection is
necessary to help alcohol servers and managers have examples of what good practices consist of and techniques to maximize their profitability and service in the proper manner.

Subsection (k) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present four subdivisions of methods to monitor a patron’s alcoholic intake through; proper pours, using measuring devices, knowing the number of pours in a given drink, and the profitability of using correct pours. This subsection is necessary to teach alcohol servers and their managers industry standard procedures to ensure a patron does not become obviously intoxicated in an ABC licenses premises.

Subsection (l) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present at a minimum three common tactics used by minors when seeking alcoholic beverage service. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and their managers recognize minors and ensure that they are properly checked for ID prior to alcohol service.

Subsection (m) of the proposed rule requires training providers to present at a minimum 4 four common standard hospitality policies to implement in an ABC licensed premises. This subsection is necessary to help alcohol servers and their managers understand these policies work together to not only stop the overuse of alcohol but increase profitability of an ABC licenses premises.

Section 167 defines the process, criteria, and fees for ABC to approve, review, and renew an accreditation agency under the RBSTPA. This section is necessary to advise accreditation agencies about what they need to submit to the department for approval and what the department will use to approve or deny their application.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule states the thirteen required elements of an application for a review of an accreditation agency by the department. This subsection is necessary to inform accreditation agencies of content to submit to be approved as an accreditation agency by the department.

Subdivisions (a)(1)-(a)(8) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agencies to submit their various contact information for the department records. These subdivisions are necessary, so the department can monitor and enforce the standards of the RBSTPA and contact the accreditation agency.

Subdivision (a)(9) requires the accreditation agency to list any arrests or convictions for crimes of moral turpitude by their owners or officers. This subdivision is necessary for the department to evaluate whether the applicant has the proper character and integrity to accredit training providers. Such evaluation will ensure the integrity of the certification system for the RBSTPA and that all approved training providers meet the standards set forth in the statute and the regulations.

Subdivision (a)(10) requires the accreditation agency to explain and attest how the company complies with all the criteria found in § 167(d). This subdivision is necessary for the department to evaluate and confirm the applicant’s qualifications, speed up the approval process, and to ensure if the department discovers false information in an accreditation agency application it can deny or revoke the accreditation agency approval.

Subdivision (a)(11) requires the accreditation agency to explain its process and standards for approval of training providers and RBS training courses. This subdivision is necessary for the department to ensure all approved training providers are compliant with the standards in the RBSTPA and the regulations regardless of where they are approved.
Subdivision (a)(12) requires the accreditation agency to submit fingerprints of all owners and officers to the department that have been verified to their authenticity either by an electronic fingerprinting service like Live Scan, or a governmental body like a notary. It also alleviates the department of all fees associated with validating the owner’s or officer’s criminal history by fingerprint. This subdivision is necessary to allow the department to be informed if any future criminal charges are brought against an owner or officer of an accreditation agency. Additionally, it is necessary that the department maintain flexibility in the type of verified fingerprints that it can receive because fingerprinting services and options vary from state to state. This requirement allows the department to confirm that the accreditation agency has provided correct information regarding its owners and officers’ criminal history and allows the department to deny or revoke the approvals of accreditation agencies with owners or officers who do not meet honesty and integrity standards needed to protect the integrity of the department’s online certification system.

Subdivision (a)(13) requires the accreditation agency to submit the required initial review fee. This subdivision is necessary for the department to recover its costs of approving the accreditation agency. Without these fees the department would not be able to administer the implementation of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule states the seven criteria that must be met by an accreditation agency to obtain approval from the department. This subsection is necessary to inform potential accreditation agencies of the standards set by the department and to allow the department to deny the application of accreditation agencies who do not comply with those standards.

Subdivision (b)(1) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agency owners and officers, director, employees, and agents to have no affiliation with any ABC licensee. This subdivision is necessary because ABC licensees can become approved training providers, and there should be no incentive for an accreditation agency to accredit an affiliated ABC licensee as a training provider without following the statutory and regulatory standards.

Subdivision (b)(2) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agency owners or officers to have no affiliation with any training provider. This subdivision is necessary because there should be no incentive for an accreditation agency to accredit an affiliated training provider without following the statutory and regulatory standards.

Subdivision (b)(3) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency, its owners, and officers to not be approved as training providers. This rule is necessary because the accreditation agency should not be both a gatekeeper to the training provider market and a participant in that market at the same time. The department also plans to cease offering approved RBS training courses under the RBSTPA because the department will act as an accreditation body.

Subdivision (b)(4) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to provide technical support to training providers it accredits for any technology or systems it will require training providers to use to submit materials. This rule is necessary because accreditation agencies are required to create their own policies and procedures implementing standards set forth in this regulatory package for approving training providers. Accreditation agencies must be able to give technical support to training providers, so they can be approved within the accreditation agency’s system and the department must be able to deny approval to an accreditation agency who is requiring technology of training providers but is not able to support that technology’s use by training providers.
Subdivision (b)(5) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to use the same standards for authorizing training providers required of the department. This subdivision is necessary to ensure all authorized training providers give qualified, lawful, and consistent RBS training courses regardless of where they receive their accreditation.

Subdivision (b)(6) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to maintain strict data security in its system to accredit training providers. This subdivision is necessary to ensure private information given to the accreditation agency by a training provider during the accreditation process is protected and not stolen.

Subdivision (b)(7) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency owner or officer to have no past convictions for crimes of moral turpitude similar to ABC license holders under Business and Professions Code §24200(d). This subdivision is necessary to maintain the integrity of the RBSTPA approval and certification system by ensuring no bad actors can become a part of the system.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to respond to the department within sixty days of a request for more information during the application process. This subsection grants the department the ability to consider applications abandoned if an accreditation applicant does not respond within the period. This subsection is necessary to both ensure only qualified accreditation agencies receive approval and avoid unnecessary costs to the department associated with keeping applications open for processing for an extended period of time.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agencies to maintain proper contact information with the department and notes that correspondence from the department with the contact listed on file will be deemed effective once sent. This subsection is necessary to provide the department with current contact information for an accreditation agency to effectuate monitoring and enforcement of any accreditation agency. This subsection is also necessary to clarify the department’s notice responsibilities when communicating with an approved accreditation agency.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agencies to maintain a list of owners and officers. This subsection is necessary to allow the department to oversee and monitor the implementation of the RBSTPA over time and enforce accreditation agency’s compliance with the approval criteria and record keeping. It is also necessary to ensure that changes in ownership after department approval are not made to circumvent the requirement described in subsection (b)(7).

Subsection (f) of the proposed rule requires accreditation agencies to use the policies and procedures it submitted to the department under California Code of Regulations Title 4 §167(a)(11) when approving training providers and RBS training courses. This rule is necessary to require accreditation agencies to use the standards submitted and approved by the department when exercising its authorization to approve training providers or RBS training courses. This ensures uniformity in approved training providers and RBS training courses regardless of where they get their approval.

Subsection (g) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to inform the department of any training provider accreditations within five business days. This subsection is necessary to ensure a training provider attempting to register with the department’s approved training provider list can be confirmed by the accreditation agency prior to being placed on the list by the department. This ensures all training providers on the approved list have been verified by an accreditation agency and have met the proper standards to be approved. The department determined that five business days is a reasonable
amount of time for an accreditation agency to notify the department of a training provider approval because submitting the requisite records through the online certification system may take some time. Setting the five-day deadline also ensures that an approved training provider does not have to wait for an unreasonable amount of time before it can begin offering trainings after initial approval.

Subsection (h) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to provide a record of all information of the accreditation process for each accredited training provider. It also defines what information must be included within the electronic record. This subsection is necessary to allow the department to have information for all approved training providers for monitoring and enforcement of the program, as well as a review process of the accreditation agency approval process. This information is necessary for the department to ensure the integrity of the RBSTPA implementation remains high and gives the department information if the accreditation agency fails to meet the standards of the statute or regulations in accrediting training providers.

Subsection (i) of the proposed rule requires the accreditation agency to submit records of approvals to the department through its online certification system. This section is necessary to ensure all accreditation information about approved training providers is in an electronic format that can be used by the department for the oversight of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (j) of the proposed rule outlines nine reasons that the department can take disciplinary action against an accreditation agency for violating the RBSTPA or the proposed regulations. This subsection is necessary to inform an accreditation agency of administrative actions that could be taken against them and give the power to the department to suspend or revoke approval for misconduct by an accreditation agency. Each of the nine reasons for disciplinary action are necessary because they are either an accreditation agency not meeting the standards of approval set forth in the regulatory action, or an action of fraud or dishonesty on behalf of the accreditation agency. The department must be able to deny or revoke approval of an accreditation agency that does not meet the appropriate standards or commits acts of fraud or dishonesty to ensure the online certificate system remains valid.

Subsection (k) of the proposed rule informs accreditation agencies of their due process rights that are similar to an ABC licensee’s under statutory definition and establishes the use of the due process rights of ABC licensees currently in place under Business and Professions Code Division 9 Chapters 6 – 8 if an accreditation agency wishes to challenge a departmental decision. This subsection is necessary to establish the due process rights and procedure for an accreditation agency in dealing with departmental decisions of denial, suspension, or revocation of an approval.

Subsection (l) of the proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to renew their approval annually. This subsection is necessary to establish how long a departmental approval for an accreditation agency lasts.

Subsection (l)(1) – (7) These subdivisions set the procedure, penalties, and requirements for an accreditation agency to seek its annual renewal with the department. These subdivisions are necessary to establish a process by which accreditation agencies seek renewal and clarify that the same standards the department uses for initial approval will apply during the annual renewal process. The department used a modified form of Business and professions Code § 24048 on the annual renewal of ABC licenses to create the rules and procedures for the accreditation agency annual renewals. The department
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12 Business and Professions Code § 25681(a)(2) and § 25685(b)
determined that the same procedures, penalties, and requirements of renewals set forth by the legislature for ABC licensees would be appropriate to apply to an approved accreditation agency.

Subsection (m) of the proposed rule establishes two non-refundable fees for the department to recover the costs of approving and monitoring accreditation agencies. This subsection is necessary for the department to recover its costs of approving and monitoring an accreditation agency. The initial review fee was set using an estimated 24-hour review by an Associate Governmental Program Analyst (AGPA), and a 3-hour review by a supervising agent or staff services manager 1 to complete, see table below. The annual renewal fee was set using an estimated 6-hour review by an AGPA, and a 1-hour review by a supervising agent or staff services manager 1 to complete, see table below. Without these fees the department would not be able to administer the implementation of the RBSTPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage determination per position</th>
<th>Associate Governmental Program Analyst</th>
<th>Staff Services Manager 1</th>
<th>Supervising Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated monthly salary</td>
<td>$6,228</td>
<td>$7,351</td>
<td>$9,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated daily salary</td>
<td>$283</td>
<td>$334</td>
<td>$448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hourly salary</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$42</td>
<td>$56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hours for</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accreditation agency initial</td>
<td>estimated cost of initial approval</td>
<td>$840</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated total cost of initial</td>
<td></td>
<td>$966</td>
<td>$1,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review by supervisor type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hours for</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accreditation agency annual</td>
<td>estimated cost of annual renewal</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renewal</td>
<td>Estimated total cost of annual renewal</td>
<td>$252</td>
<td>$266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by supervisor type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 168 defines the process and criteria for ABC to approve a training provider under the RBSTPA.13 This section is necessary to advise training providers about what they need to submit to the department for approval and what the department will use to approve or deny their application.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule states the fifteen required elements of an application for a review of a training provider by the department. This subsection is necessary to inform training providers of content to submit to be approved as a training provider by the department.

13 Business and Professions Code § 25681(b)(1)
Subdivisions (a)(1)-(a)(8) of the proposed rule requires training providers to submit various contact information for the department records. These subdivisions are necessary for the department to monitor and enforce the standards of the RBSTPA and contact the training provider.

Subdivision (a)(9) of the proposed rule requires training providers to submit a copy of their proposed RBS training course materials along with a tabulated record of how their proposed RBS training course complies with the minimum standard curriculum required by the RBSTPA and its regulations. This subdivision is necessary to ensure all approved training providers are using an approved RBS training course that meets the statutory and regulatory standards of the RBSTPA.

Subdivision (a)(10) requires the training provider to explain, provide, and attest to the interactivity elements used within its RBS training course as required by California Code of Regulations Title 4 §161 (b). This subdivision is necessary for the department to be able to ensure the training alcohol servers receive from training providers will help to change behavior and curb harm related to the overuse of alcohol.

Subdivision (a)(11) of the proposed rule requires training providers to submit the required handouts, electronic files, or transcripts the training provider will give to alcohol servers that supplement their RBS training course. This subdivision is necessary to ensure all approved training providers are providing the required material to alcohol servers that complete an RBS training course as required by California Code of Regulations Title 4 §161 (c).

Subdivision (a)(12) requires the training provider to explain and attest that the company complies with each of the criteria found in § 168(b). This subdivision is necessary for the department to speed the approval process and to ensure that the applicant complies with all approval criteria. This also provides the department the ability to deny or revoke the training provider approval if it discovers false information in a training provider application.

Subdivision (a)(13) requires the training provider to list any arrests for crimes of moral turpitude by their owners or officers. This subdivision is necessary for the department to ensure the integrity of the certification system for the RBSTPA and that all approved training providers meet the standards set forth in the statute and the regulations.

Subdivision (a)(14) requires the training provider to submit the required initial review fee forth in California Code of Regulations Title 4 § 168.3(l)(1). This subdivision is necessary for the department to recover its costs of approving the training provider. Without these fees the department would not be able to fund the implementation of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule states the six criteria that must be met by a training provider to receive approval from the department. This subsection is necessary to inform potential training providers of the standards set by the department and for the department to deny the application of training providers who do not comply with those standards.

Subdivision (b)(1) of the proposed rule requires training providers to meet the standard set in Business and Professions Code § 25681 (b)(1)(A). This subdivision is necessary to interpret and define the criteria imposed by the legislature upon training providers for approval and focusing it upon the creation of the RBS training course. This subdivision informs the training provider how the four criteria set by the legislature will be applied by the department in the approval process.
Subdivision (b)(2) of the proposed rule requires a training provider’s proposed RBS training course to comply with the minimum standard curriculum outlined in §§ 161 -166 and be approved by the department or an accreditation agency prior to their use in training alcohol servers. This subdivision is necessary to require all training providers to meet the statutory and regulatory standards of the RBSTPA for their RBS training courses that have been set to change the behavior of alcohol servers throughout California and curb harm related to the overuse of alcohol throughout the state.

Subdivision (b)(3) of the proposed rule requires training providers to keep records of all alcohol server certifications issued and allows the required records found in in Business and Professions Code § 25681 (b)(1)(B) to be kept in the department’s online certification system. This subdivision is necessary for the department to ensure all training providers are keeping the statutorily required records.

Subdivision (b)(4) of the proposed rule requires training providers to give technical support required in Business and Professions Code § 25681 (b)(1)(C) for alcohol servers to complete their RBS training course. This subdivision is necessary for the department to ensure all training providers are able to provide the statutorily required technical support for alcohol servers.

Subdivision (b)(5) of the proposed rule requires training providers to have data security for private information it receives as required by Business and Professions Code § 25681 (b)(1)(D). This subdivision is necessary for the department to ensure all training providers have the statutorily required security for alcohol server private information.

Subdivision (b)(6) of the proposed rule requires a training provider owner or officer to have no past convictions for crimes of moral turpitude similar to ABC license holders under Business and Professions Code §24200(d). This subdivision is necessary to keep the integrity of the RBSTPA certification system by ensuring no bad actors can become a part of the system.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to respond to the department within sixty days of a request for more information during the application process. This subsection grants the department the ability to consider applications abandoned if a training provider applicant does not respond within the period. This subsection is necessary to both ensure only qualified accreditation agencies receive approval and avoid unnecessary costs to the department associated with keeping applications open for processing for an extended period.

Section 168.1 defines the process for accredited training providers to register with ABC after approval by an accreditation agency.14

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule exempts accredited training providers from the departmental fee for initial review if its RBS training course. This subsection is necessary to ensure training providers understand they are exempt from an initial review fee if they are approved by an accreditation agency rather than by the department.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires registering training providers to submit their various contact information for the department records. This subsection is necessary for the department to verify that the training provider has been approved by an accreditation agency, and to also monitor and enforce the standards of the RBSTPA and maintain contact with the training provider.
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14 Business and Professions Code § 25681(a)(3)
Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires training providers to register with the department prior to beginning the fingerprinting process for their owners and officers. This subsection is necessary to ensure the correct fingerprints submitted to the department are attributed to the correct training provider.

Section 168.2 defines the need for all training providers to provide fingerprints to the department for enforcement purposes prior to being placed on the approved training provider list accessible by alcohol servers. The fingerprints must be verified as to identity by either a governmental body, such as a notary, or an electronic fingerprinting service like Live Scan. In addition, this section removed responsibility for payment of the review or validation of an owner or officer’s criminal history. This rule allows the department to be informed if any future criminal charges brought against an owner or officer of a training provider. Additionally, it is necessary that the department maintain flexibility in the type of verified fingerprints that it can receive because fingerprinting services and options vary from state to state. This requirement allows the department to confirm that the training provider has provided correct information regarding its owners and officers’ criminal history and allows the department to deny or revoke the approvals of training providers with owners or officers who do not meet honesty and integrity standards needed to protect the integrity of the department’s online certification system.

Section 168.3 requires all training providers to keep their submitted contact information and lists of their owners and officers current in the department’s online certification system. It also defines the process for a training provider to certify an alcohol server has completed an approved RBS training course. This section defines ABC’s review of training provider performance, and disciplinary actions ABC can take against a training provider for violating the RBSTPA or the proposed regulations. The section defines the modification process for approved RBS training courses, and the ABC fees for training provider approval, review, and renewal. This rule is necessary to ensure any approved training provider is aware of how to engage with the department to receive modifications, in administrative actions, and the fees required for those interactions if any.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires training providers to maintain proper and current contact information with the department and notes that correspondence from the department with to the contact information on file will be deemed effective once sent. This subsection is necessary to provide the department with current contact information for a training provider to effectuate monitoring and enforcement of any training provider.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires training providers to maintain a list of owners and officers. This subsection is necessary to allow the department to oversee and monitor the implementation of the RBSTPA over time and enforce training provider’s compliance with the approval criteria and record keeping. It is also necessary to ensure that changes in ownership after department approval are not made to circumvent the requirement described in section 168(b)(6).

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule requires training providers to use one of its approved RBS training courses on file with the department when it provides training to alcohol servers under the RBSTPA. This

15 Business and Professions Code § 25685(b)
16 Business and Professions Code § 25681(d)
17 Business and Professions Code § 25681(b)(2)
18 Business and Professions Code § 25681(b)(2) and § 25685(b)
subsection is necessary to ensure all alcohol servers complete an RBS training course that meets the minimum standards prior to taking the alcohol server certification exam.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to notify the department of an alcohol servers’ completion of an approved RBS training course within 24 hours within the department’s online certification system. This subsection also requires the department to grant the alcohol server access to the alcohol server certification exam within the department’s online certification system after being notified of their completion of an approved RBS training course. This subsection is necessary to ensure alcohol servers have timely access to the alcohol server certification exam and triggers the 30-day period alcohol servers have to take and pass the alcohol server certification exam.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires the department to review the effectiveness of training providers and their RBS training courses through the collection and analysis of data collected during the administration of the alcohol server certification exam. It also requires the department to share the data pertaining to a training provider’s students with training providers. This subsection is necessary to inform training providers that the department’s data collection during the administration of the exam will be analyzed and used to monitor training provider performance. It is also necessary to allow training providers access to their relevant data that is being collected to allow them to improve their RBS training courses.

Subsection (f) of the proposed rule outlines ten reasons that the department can take disciplinary action against a training provider for violating the RBSTPA or the proposed regulations. This subsection is necessary to inform a training provider of administrative actions that could be taken against them and give the power to the department to suspend or revoke approval for misconduct by a training provider. Each of the ten reasons for disciplinary action are necessary because they are either a training provider not meeting the standards of approval set forth in the RBSTPA or the regulatory action, or an action of fraud or dishonesty on behalf of the training provider. The department must be able to deny or revoke approval of a training provider that does not meet the appropriate standards or commits acts of fraud or dishonesty to ensure the online certificate system remains valid.

Subsection (g) of the proposed rule outlines the procedure for the department to require the modification of all approved RBS training courses due to a change in referenced law or after a rulemaking action to change the minimum standard curriculum. This subsection is necessary to allow the department to require training providers to modify approved RBS training courses by updating the mandatory curriculum if there is a change to a referenced law in the proposed rulemaking, or future rulemaking actions modifying the mandatory curriculum. This is necessary to ensure all approved training providers are using an approved RBS training course that is reflective of the current law.

Subdivision (g)(1) of the proposed rule establishes the need of the department to require all training providers to modify their approved RBS training courses. This subdivision is necessary to establish the only instances the department can mandate required changes, when a referenced law changes, or by the department’s rulemaking action modifying the required curriculum.

Subdivision (g)(2)-(3) of the proposed rule specifies the time a training provider has to respond to the department’s request and provide an estimate of how long it will take for the training provider to make the mandated change, and that if the training provider does not respond their approval is deemed withdrawn. These subdivisions grant the department the ability to consider approvals withdrawn if a
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training provider applicant does not respond within the period. These subdivisions are necessary to both ensure only qualified training providers and RBS training courses retain approval after a mandatory modification and avoid unnecessary costs to the department associated with keeping modification requests open for an extended period.

Subdivision (g)(4) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to complete any mandatory changes to their RBS training course within a reasonable time and submit a record of all changes to the department for approval. This subdivision is necessary to both ensure only qualified training providers and RBS training courses retain approval after a mandatory modification and avoid unnecessary costs to the department associated with keeping modification requests open for an extended period.

Subdivision (g)(5) of the proposed rule requires the department to review mandatory modification requests without charging a review fee. This subdivision is necessary to exempt training providers from paying any additional fees to comply with a mandatory modification request of the department. The department did not want to force a training provider to pay additional fees when it required modifications to RBS training courses. These reviews will be funded out of the standard annual review fees paid to the department.

Subdivision (g)(6) of the proposed rule requires the department to apply the same standards of approval to modification reviews as it does to initial reviews. This subdivision is necessary to set the standard by which the department reviews and approves a mandatory modification request. The department determined that the standards of review should be the same for mandatory modification requests as the initial review.

Subdivision (g)(7) of the proposed rule requires the training provider to wait for departmental approval prior to using the new modified RBS training course. This subdivision is necessary to ensure only departmental approved RBS training courses are being delivered to alcohol servers for their certification and that the training received remains comparable throughout the state.

Subsection (h) of the proposed rule outlines the procedure for a training provider to modify their approved RBS training course without departmental mandate. This subsection is necessary for that training providers can update their RBS training programs to innovate and better their teaching methods and delivery. The department desired to incentivize continual updates to allow training providers to better their programs through innovation.

Subdivision (h)(1) of the proposed rule allows a training provider to seek a modification approval from either the department or an approved accreditation agency. This subdivision is necessary to establish that a training provider may seek a modification approval from either the department or an accreditation agency when innovating their RBS training course to make it better.

Subdivision (h)(2) of the proposed rule requires a training provider seeking a modification of their training course to submit a detailed change log of all changes it made to its previously approved RBS training course to either the department or an accreditation agency when seeking modification approval. This subdivision is necessary to ensure the training provider’s modification meets the statutory and regulatory standards of the RBSTPA. The department determined that in order to keep costs low and speed up the modification approval process it would require a change log so that time and effort for approval can be used effectively.
Subdivision (h)(3) of the proposed rule requires the department to determine if the requested modification constitutes a substantial change and notify the training provider of its decision in writing. This subdivision is necessary to establish when a substantial change determination is made and ensure the department notifies the training provider of its decision prior to the modification request approval. The department determined this determination was necessary to fund extensive modification requests but allow most modification requests to be paid for through the annual fees paid for by training providers.

Subdivision (h)(4) of the proposed rule establishes the fee a training provider must pay in order to receive approval for a substantial change in their approved RBS training course. This subdivision is necessary to fund the review and approval of a major change to a training provider’s RBS training course that would be similar to the hours involved in an initial review, see table for initial reviews in the necessity section for §168.3(l) below. The department determined that a substantial change approval review would take the same average work hours as an initial review and determined the same fee would be appropriate based on that estimate.

Subdivision (h)(5) of the proposed rule establishes the standards of a substantial change review by the department as a change that requires the department to review most of the approved RBS training course to reapprove its suitability. It also gives two examples of what could constitute a substantial change; a 50% or more change of submitted content, or a translation into a new language. This subdivision is necessary to allow training providers to know how the department will determine what is a substantial change and require a fee for the modification approval process. The department made this determination due to how many hours of staff time a review will take if a modification is of this size. In addition, a training provider might be attempting to create a new course under the guise of a “modification request.” The department wished to incentivize innovation through making most modification not require an additional fee, but to fund the implementation of the RBSTPA, substantial changes will need to have an additional fee attached to their approval by the department.

Subdivision (h)(6) of the proposed rule requires the department to perform a modification request without any additional fees unless it is determined to be substantial change. This subdivision is necessary to incentivize small incremental changes by training providers to make their RBS training programs better over time.

Subdivision (h)(7) of the proposed rule requires the department or accreditation agency to use the same standards of approval for a modification request as used in an initial review. This subdivision is necessary to set the standard of review for a modification request. The department could not determine any reason to use a different standard for modification requests than for the standards used during the initial review.

Subdivision (h)(8) of the proposed rule requires the training provider to wait for departmental or accreditation agency approval prior to using the new modified RBS training course. This subdivision is necessary to ensure only departmental approved RBS training courses are being delivered to alcohol servers for their certification and that the training received remains comparable throughout the state.

Subsection (i) of the proposed rule outlines the procedure for a training provider to have an additional RBS training course approved by the department. This rule is necessary to allow training providers to have multiple approved RBS training courses at the same time, especially in multiple languages.
Subdivision (i)(1) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to submit and itemized and tabulated record for a proposed RBS training course for approval to either the department or an accreditation agency. This subdivision is necessary to establish the same standards for a proposed RBS training course submitted after approval as one that is submitted by the training provider during its initial approval process.

Subdivision (i)(2) of the proposed rule establishes the fee the department imposes for the initial review of a proposed RBS training course submitted by a previously approved training provider. This rule is necessary to establish the fee required and fund ABC’s implementation of the RBSTPA. The department determined that a review of a proposed training course would average the similar number of hours to the hours determined to be used in an initial review of a training provider and RBS training course, see table for initial reviews in the necessity section for §168.3(l) below. The department determined that a additional RBS training course approval review would take the same average work hours as an initial review and determined the same fee would be appropriate based on that estimate.

Subdivision (i)(3) of the proposed rule requires the department or accreditation agency to use the same standards of approval for a modification request as used in an initial review. This subdivision is necessary to set the standard of review for a modification request. The department could not determine any reason to use a different standard for modification requests than for the standards used during the initial review.

Subsection (j) of the proposed rule informs training providers of their rights as an ABC licensee under statutory definition and establishes the use of the due process rights of ABC licensees currently in place under Business and Professions Code Division 9 chapters 6-8 if a training provider wishes to challenge a departmental decision. This subsection is necessary to establish the due process rights and procedure for a training provider in dealing with departmental decisions of denial, suspension, or revocation.

Subsection (k) of the proposed rule requires a training provider to renew their approval annually. The proposed rule requires an accreditation agency to renew their approval annually. This subsection is necessary to establish how long a departmental or accreditation agency approval for a training provider lasts.

Subsection (k)(1) – (9) These subdivisions set the procedure, penalties, and requirements for a training provider to seek its annual renewal with the department. These subdivisions are necessary to establish a process by which training providers seek renewal and clarify that the same standards the department uses for initial approval will apply during the annual renewal process. The department used a modified form of Business and professions Code § 24048 on the annual renewal of ABC licenses to create the rules and procedures for the training provider annual renewals. The department determined that the same procedures, penalties, and requirements of renewals set forth by the legislature for ABC licensees would be appropriate to apply to an approved training provider.

Subsection (l) of the proposed rule establishes two non-refundable fees for the department to recover the costs of approving and monitoring training providers. This subsection is necessary for the department to recover its costs of approving the training provider. The initial review fee was set using an estimated 24-hour review by an AGPA, and a 3-hour review by a supervising agent or staff services manager 1 to complete, see table below. The annual renewal fee was set using an estimated 6-hours on average used for reviewing requested modifications by an AGPA, and an estimated 1-hour review by a supervising agent or staff services manager 1 to review requested modifications, see table below. Without these fees the department would not be able to fund the implementation of the RBSTPA.
Wage determination per position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associate Governmental Program Analyst</th>
<th>Staff Services Manager 1</th>
<th>Supervising Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated monthly salary</td>
<td>$6,228</td>
<td>$7,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated daily salary</td>
<td>$283</td>
<td>$334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hourly salary</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hours for training provider initial review</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated cost of initial review</td>
<td>$840</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated total cost of initial review by supervisor type</strong></td>
<td><strong>$966</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,006</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated hours for annual review of training provider modifications</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated cost of annual modifications review</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated total cost of annual modification review by supervisor type</strong></td>
<td><strong>$252</strong></td>
<td><strong>$266</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 169 defines how an ABC on-premises licensee will verify that the alcohol servers in their employ have been certified. This section also defines records required for an ABC on-premises licensee to prove an affirmative defense against an action under the RBSTPA. This rule is necessary so ABC on-premises licensees will understand what is required of them by the RBSTPA.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires ABC on-premises licensees to establish the validity of their employee certifications within the department’s online certification system. This subsection is necessary because the alcohol server certification system will not include paper certificates or other forms of valid proof. This was done to decrease fraud by employees copying or creating fraudulent certificates to give to ABC on-premises licensees to prove certification without taking an approved RBS training course or passing the alcohol server certification exam. The only way licensees can be sure their employee’s certification is valid is to check within the department’s online certification system.

20 Business and Professions Code § 25682(b)(1)
21 Business and Professions Code § 25682(b)(2)
Subsection (b) of the proposed rule allows an ABC on-premises licensee to maintain all required records under the RBSTPA within the department’s online system. When an ABC on-premises licensee checks the validation of an employee, the system will automatically track and confirm the validation was checked. This will create a record within the department’s online certificate system of all validations made by the ABC on-premises licensee automatically, this section alleviates the need for duplicative records to be kept outside that system. This subsection is necessary, so an ABC on-premises licensee is not required to keep a set of records outside the department’s online system but may choose to do so.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule allows an ABC on-premises licensee to request automatic notifications from the department’s online certification system for employed alcohol servers prior to expiration but removes any duty from the department to notify an ABC on-premises licensee prior to an expiration of a certification. When an ABC on-premises licensee checks the validation of an employee, the system will prompt the ABC on-premises licensee to be notified when that alcohol server’s certification is going to expire. This subsection is necessary because the department’s online certification will be capable of providing notifications to alcohol servers and ABC on-premises licensees prior to expiration, but the department cannot be responsible to ensure all notifications are sent to ABC on-premises licensees because the licensees will control when and how the notifications are given in the system.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires an ABC on-premises licensee is required to ensure alcohol servers are recertified prior to the expiration of their alcohol server certification. This subsection is necessary to inform ABC on-premises licensees of their duty to ensure all employed alcohol servers remain certified throughout their employment to comply with Business and Professions code § 25683.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires an ABC on-premises licensee to provide two sets of records in order to use the affirmative defense found in Business and Professions Code § 25682 (b)(2) that an uncertified alcohol server is within 60 days of their initial employment. This subsection is necessary for the department or other law enforcement agency to determine if the ABC on-premise license was not required to have their alcohol server certified under the safe harbor found in B&P 25682 (b)(2).

Subsection (f) of the proposed rule specifies that the affirmative defense found in Business and Professions Code § 25682 (b)(2) is only available at the initial employment of and alcohol server and not for certification renewals. This subsection is necessary to enforce the continued certification of alcohol servers as mandated under the RBSTPA and inform the ABC on-premises licensees of their duty to ensure their employees maintain an alcohol server certification while employed.

Section 170 defines how the department will craft the alcohol server certification exam, and how alcohol servers will register with ABC to receive their alcohol server certifications, be advised of approved training providers, describes the administration and fee for the alcohol server certification exam, explains the pass rate for the alcohol server certification exam and by what method the records of alcohol server certifications will be kept. This rule is necessary so that alcohol servers will know how they must interact with the department to receive their certification as required by the RBSTPA.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule requires the department to prepare the alcohol server certification exam using the same standard curriculum required to be present in every approved RBS training course. This subsection is necessary so that training providers and alcohol servers will know what topics and information is needed to pass the alcohol server certification exam.

---

22 Business and Professions Code § 25685(b)
Subsection (b) of the proposed rule requires registering alcohol servers to submit their various contact information for the department records. This subsection is necessary for the department to monitor and enforce the standards of the RBSTPA and contact the alcohol server when their certification is going to expire. It also is necessary to ensure that the correct alcohol server certification is connected to the alcohol server that completed an approved RBS training course and passed the alcohol server certification exam. This allows the ABC on-premises licensees, training providers, alcohol servers, local law enforcement agencies and the department to correctly, quickly, and easily validate alcohol server certifications throughout the state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated annual costs of RBSTPA implementation</td>
<td>$561,000</td>
<td>$1,268,211</td>
<td>$1,217,479</td>
<td>$888,883</td>
<td>$661,721</td>
<td>$661,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative costs of implementation</td>
<td>$561,000</td>
<td>$1,829,211</td>
<td>$3,046,690</td>
<td>$3,935,573</td>
<td>$4,597,294</td>
<td>$5,259,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of training providers</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue $1,000 initial review fees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$75,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue $250 renewal fees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$18,705</td>
<td>$18,705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Servers Trained</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>211,000</td>
<td>228,765</td>
<td>742,529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue $3 exam fees</td>
<td>$3,000,000</td>
<td>$633,000</td>
<td>$686,295</td>
<td>$2,227,587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Annual Revenue</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$3,075,000</td>
<td>$651,750</td>
<td>$705,045</td>
<td>$2,246,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative revenue of program</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$3,075,000</td>
<td>$3,726,750</td>
<td>$4,431,795</td>
<td>$6,678,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cumulative Sum of Costs and Benefits</td>
<td>-$561,000</td>
<td>-$1,829,211</td>
<td>$28,310</td>
<td>-$208,823</td>
<td>-$165,499</td>
<td>$1,419,117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subsection (c) of the proposed rule establishes a non-refundable $3 fee for the department to recover the costs of preparing and administering the exam and certification database. This subsection is necessary for the department to recover its costs of implementing the RBSTPA not recovered by the accreditation agency and training provider fees. See the table above for estimates to costs of implementing the department’s online certification system and the estimated revenue needed to become revenue neutral by fiscal year 2023-2024. This fee is anticipated to change over time based on department estimates of future costs of monitoring and implementing the program. The first change anticipated to be in fiscal year 2023-24 if actual costs and revenue match below estimates. Without these fees the department would not be able to the implementation of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (d) of the proposed rule requires the department to only administer the alcohol server certification exam to alcohol servers who have completed an approved RBS training course. This rule is necessary to ensure alcohol servers do not have access to the alcohol server certification exam without completing the required training course as mandated in statute.

Subsection (e) of the proposed rule requires the alcohol server certification exam to test the same standard curriculum required to be present in every approved RBS training course. This subsection is necessary so that training providers and alcohol servers will know what topics and information is needed to pass the alcohol server certification exam.

Subsection (f) of the proposed rule requires the alcohol server certification exam pass rate to be set at 70 percent. This subsection is necessary to ensure that alcohol servers have learned and retained the majority of information conveyed in an approved RBS training course, which furthers the intent of the RBSTPA.

Subsection (g) of the proposed rule sets a 30-day period wherein an alcohol server can attempt to pass the alcohol server certification exam three times. This subsection is necessary to establish the testing procedure, and how many attempts at passing the exam an alcohol server has upon completing an RBS training course. The 30-day period is necessary to help the ABC on-premise licensee be aware of a server who has not been able to receive their certification within the 60-day grace period allowed by statute. Additionally, the department determined a 30-day period to complete the alcohol server certification exam was appropriate prior to requiring the alcohol server to retake an approved RBS training course due to the need within the statute to perform both tasks within a reasonable period to be certified. The department determined through stakeholder engagement that the number of attempts for the exam without having to retake the course should be three. This number was determined as the right number of attempts to allow for an alcohol server to learn from mistakes while still creating a sense of urgency to pass within the 30-day period. The department determined that these standards will allow for all levels of education and knowledge time to learn and pass the test, especially since the department has established no time limit or limit on the use of materials provided by training providers during the alcohol server certification exam.

Subsection (h) of the proposed rule requires the department to provide the results of an alcohol server certification exam to the training provider who provided the associated RBS training course. Upon a successful score, the training provider then issues the valid alcohol server certification as specified in Business and Professions Code § 25681(d). This subdivision is necessary to inform alcohol servers and training providers how the conditions for the issuance of an alcohol server certification will be met under the RBSTPA.
Subsection (i) of the proposed rule requires an alcohol server who has not successfully passed the alcohol server certification exam within thirty days, or three attempts, to retake another RBS training course and pay an additional $3 fee to the department to regain access to the alcohol server certification exam. This rule is necessary to ensure all alcohol servers who are certified have completed an approved RBS training course and passed the alcohol server certification exam sufficiently close in time to meet the standards set in the statute. The department determined that if it did not require an additional fee to reregister to take the exam a second time after failure, an alcohol server would not take the RBS training course or certification exam seriously enough to change their behavior after taking it. It also incentivizes the alcohol server to pass within the first 30-day period within the first three attempts and learn the required material to do so rather than pay the additional fee. In addition, the $3.00 fee is set to control the department’s storage of data and information in its online certificate database. The additional testing data will be required to be paid for, and justifies the fee being charged a second time to an alcohol server who does not pass the initial time.

Subsection (j) of the proposed rule requires the department to keep alcohol server certification records within its online certification system. This rule is necessary to ensure ABC on-premises licensees, training providers, alcohol servers, and local law enforcement agencies all have access to every alcohol server certification on record at the department for monitoring and enforcement purposes.

Subsection (k) of the proposed rule requires the department to notify alcohol servers sixty days prior to the expiration of their alcohol server certification of the expiration date at the email provided to the department by the alcohol server. This subsection is necessary to require the department to notify and remind alcohol servers of the need to renew their alcohol sever certification and aid them in ensuring they are in compliance with the RBSTPA.

Subsection (l) of the proposed rule sets out the alcohol server certification renewal process. This subdivision is necessary to provide alcohol servers the process by which they can renew their alcohol server certification to remain in compliance with the RBSTPA at the end of the three-year certification period.

Section 171 defines emergency situations requiring immediate departmental actions for misconduct by either an accreditation agency or a training provider and the procedure to be used by the department to address an emergency through administrative action. This rule is necessary to allow the department to take quick action and address the harms to public safety for non-compliant training providers or accreditation agencies. Without this rule, bad actors could continue to commit frauds on the system for months or years until an administrative action was final.

Section 172 defines how the location of a hearing is set under the administrative procedures for accreditation agencies and training providers approved under the RBSTPA. It also establishes that all other procedures are determined by Business and Professions Code § 24300 et seq. This rule is necessary to address the hearing location for administrative actions against an accreditation agency or a training provider. Ordinarily, accusation or denial proceedings under Business and Professions Code § 24300 are in the county where the licensed premises are located. However, both accreditation agencies and training providers have no premises attached to their approvals by the department. The department determined that due to an accreditation agency or training provider being statewide approvals, it should

---

23 Id.
24 Business and Professions Code § 25685(b)
in its discretion determine the location of any hearing against those approvals based on the location and availability of the parties and witnesses needed at the hearing.

Section 173 defines the penalty guideline for a ABC on-premises licensee violation of the RBSTPA, including aggravating and mitigating factors to be taken into account when an administrative law judge (ALJ) imposes a penalty. This rule is necessary to guide administrative law judges in their penalty decisions for violations of the RBSTPA by ABC on-premises licensees and to ensure a fair and just application of penalty in similar circumstances throughout the state.

Subsection (a) of the proposed rule establishes a 10-day suspension as the standard guideline penalty for a violation of the RBSTPA. This subsection is necessary to inform ALJ’s to what the department considers an appropriate penalty to be imposed for this violation. The department determined a 10-day suspension as appropriate by weighing current penalty guidelines for similar offenses. The offenses that the RBSTPA was designed to stop, such as sales to a minor, employment of minors, sales of consumption after hours, or constitute a range from 10-day to 15-day suspensions. The department determined that a 10-day suspension was appropriate based on the behavior exhibited to violate the RBSTPA, and the ability to pay and offer in compromise if that was the only offense found in a violation. The department met with stakeholders to discuss potential penalties, and it was agreed that a 10-day suspension was fair for the conduct.

Subsection (b) of the proposed rule establishes three factors for ALJ’s to use to either aggravate or mitigate a penalty imposed upon an ABC licensee based on the totality of circumstances of any specific case. Each of the three factors could be used in either aggravation or mitigation depending on the facts in the case under decision. This subsection is necessary to guide the ALJ, the department, and the ABC licensee in what facts will be significant and important to address penalty within the argument presented at a hearing. Each of these aggravating and mitigating factors could raise or lower the penalty as appropriate. Such as a person working for a year without certification at an ABC licensed premises could aggravate the penalty, whereas if the alcohol server’s certification expired one week prior to citation it could be a mitigating factor. ALJ’s rely upon these factors to ensure that penalties are applied fairly and equitably across the vast amount of varying facts of each case brought before them.

Subsection (c) of the proposed rule specifically articulates that a penalty imposed for a violation of the RBSTPA is to be served consecutively with other alcohol related offenses. This subsection is necessary because ordinarily similar offenses found at the same time are served concurrently. The department determined that a violation of the RBSTPA was not a similar offense to other serving-related offenses such as sale to a minor or to an obviously intoxicated patron, or sales after hours. The department determined this was necessary to ensure that all ALJs, ABC licensees and their representation know that the department considers these separate offenses and thus the be served consecutively and not concurrently. The department met with stakeholders to discuss potential penalties, and it was agreed that this standard was fair for the conduct.

25 Business and Professions Code § 25684
TECHNICAL, THEORETICAL, AND EMPIRICAL STUDY, REPORT, OR SIMILAR DOCUMENTS RELIED UPON.


Toomey et al., “Qualitative Assessment of Training Programs for Alcohol Servers and Establishment Managers,” Public Health Reports, Vol. 113 (March/April 1998)


ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RBSTPA

The RBSTPA required ABC to develop, implement, and administer a curriculum for an RBS training program on or before January 1, 2020.26 Once standards are established by regulation, ABC will be tasked with auditing and enforcing administrative penalties for non-compliance with the regulations by ABC on-premises licensees and any approved accreditation agencies or training providers. Most of ABC’s regulatory costs are fixed due to the legislative mandate on the implementation of the RBSTPA. ABC is incurring costs to develop, implement, and administer the RBSTPA. In addition, the economic burdens upon ABC on-premises licensees and alcohol servers are unavoidable due to the statutory mandate. The alternatives considered were weighed to reduce the economic impact on the affected parties as much as possible while providing the anticipated benefits of the RBSTPA.

ABC sought stakeholder input on how to lower the economic burden upon ABC on-premises licensees and alcohol servers during the RBSTPA implementation. With an estimated 1 million alcohol servers currently working in California, any costs per alcohol server trained will have a large impact on the California economy.

The alcohol server certification exam27 is an area where the statute was otherwise silent. The solution presented by stakeholders and chosen by ABC was an online certificate system and exam to streamline the process and make it easy to comply with the statutory mandates for all alcohol servers and ABC on-premises licensees in California.

Below, three differing options that were considered by ABC for administering the alcohol server certification exam are discussed weighing the burdens upon ABC on-premises licensees, alcohol servers, and training providers versus the certainty the implementation of the RBSTPA would provide the anticipated benefits.

26 Business and Professions Code § 25681(a)
27 Business and Professions Code § 25681(d)
Proposed Solution – ABC administration of an online alcohol server certification exam

ABC determined it would need to have some sort of online database to make it feasible to enable ABC on-premises licensees to ensure alcohol servers have been certified under the RBSTPA. An online system would also limit alcohol server fraud in manufacturing fraudulent alcohol server certifications. In researching the online database system, ABC discovered providing a system including an ABC administered alcohol server certification exam would provide the best outcomes.

An online alcohol server certification exam would limit the burden on alcohol servers, have better accessibility statewide, and provide funds for a contractor, or ABC, to build ABC’s database, online alcohol server certification exam, and provide support to users of the online certification system. An online alcohol server certification exam would remove fraud possibilities by training providers and be self-auditing through collection of exam data for specific questions and topics.

Data collection will allow ABC to use analytics collected from the exam results to show the effectiveness of each training provider and RBS training course to monitor the effectiveness of the RBSTPA implementation. In addition, data collection and conversion into functional analytics would not be possible under other exam options considered. Under the proposed solution, the alcohol server exam results would be immediately accessible to both the alcohol servers and ABC on-premises licensees seeking to confirm their employees’ compliance. An online alcohol server certification exam would have the ability to randomly generate questions and greatly decrease the likelihood of alcohol servers memorizing answer keys and not truly understanding the required curriculum. For alcohol servers who do not pass the online RBS certification exam, immediate feedback could be given regarding the topics of questions they were unable to answer to increase their chances of passing on future attempts.

The ABC administered alcohol server certification exam option was chosen because it was shown to provide the largest economic and educational benefits with the least adverse economic impact upon alcohol servers, ABC on-premises licensees, and training providers.28

Alternative 1 – In-person proctoring for alcohol server certification exam

ABC examined the option of mandating the alcohol server certification exam for alcohol servers be formally proctored outside of an RBS training course with an exam created by ABC. ABC would create an exam by contracting with education and exam creation experts to ensure the veracity of the challenge exam. The proctoring option would ensure training providers teach the appropriate material and the alcohol server has learned the material with a low likelihood of fraud. Requiring the alcohol server certification exam to be proctored would allow accompanying regulations for the approval of the accreditation agency and training providers to be less costly as there would not be the need for costly extensive background checks for the training providers. This would decrease the costs associated with training provider approval by ABC for all parties involved. In addition, a proctored alcohol server certification exam could be used as a self-auditing tool so ABC would not need to allocate significant resources to audit the RBS training courses being provided after initial approvals.

However, in order to mandate in-person or online proctoring of the alcohol server certification exam, ABC would need to contract with other California entities, like California Community Colleges, other education groups, a private proctoring company, or multiple proctoring companies, to ensure the test is...

28 For a detailed discussion and breakdown of various economic impacts of each alternative considered see ABC’s Standard Regulatory Impact Assessment.
available to all 1,000,000 alcohol servers statewide. ABC would also need to allow the contracted test provider access to the ABC online certification system to ensure the alcohol server certification exams are matched to the correct alcohol server who received training. The stream of training and testing data would involve many areas where human error could cause increased ABC costs, confusion for law enforcement, and faulty ABC on-premises licensee records of employees’ certifications.

The proctoring option would also cause a significant burden upon the alcohol servers ABC on-premises licensees. Paying for individual proctoring can cost as much as $200 per test in rural averages $100 per alcohol server certification exam. This heavy burden would be exacerbated if alcohol servers do not pass on the first attempt as each attempt at passing the alcohol server certification exam would require an additional proctoring fee. This figure does not include travel time and costs to and from a proctoring location. With an anticipated 1,000,000 alcohol servers being trained, this one additional cost would add over $233 million to the initial fiscal impact of the RBSTPA regulations package in 2020 and 2021. This cost would then be repeated and spread over the next three years in 2022-2024 as the population of alcohol servers experienced turnover and certifications expired after three years.

ABC determined the fiscal impact and burden upon alcohol servers and ABC on-premises licensees under this alternative was too high to be reasonable and rejected this alternative for the administration of the alcohol server certification exam.

Alternative 2 – Training providers administering the alcohol server certification exam

Many of the existing RBS training courses include some sort of exam at the end of their course to ensure the students understand and comprehend the material. Due to the varied and fragmented rules in place in the various mandatory RBS jurisdictions in California, these RBS exams are all different and would most likely fail to comply with the legislative curriculum standards set by the RBSTPA. This would mean that training providers would also need to modify and create an alcohol server certification exam leading to another $1000 - $5000 of cost to each of the training providers in preparation of accreditation. ABC would also need to authorize each training provider’s alcohol server certification exam under this option leading to minor increased costs of accreditation by $100-$200 per training provider. Additional startup costs and ABC review fees would add an additional estimated cost of $390,000 to the costs estimated in 2020. These costs would raise the average cost of an RBS training course by $3-$5; this would provide no change to the costs and benefits to alcohol servers but shift the revenue for ABC to recover costs from the administration of the alcohol server certification exam to the training providers. ABC would need to recover its costs of the program in some way from the training providers directly in years 2021 – 2024, like charging a per student fee of $5. This shifting of costs and revenue does not affect the total estimates of the implementation of the RBSTPA.

Alternative 2 would also incentivize training providers to have the shortest and easiest exam under the ABC regulations. This would effectively lower the impact of the RBSTPA over time due to lack of change in alcohol server behavior due to ineffective RBS training courses. This would cause the ABC estimates of the benefits to the California economy to be much lower or even non-existent. The alcohol server certification exams would need to have static questions to allow the RBS Trainers the ability to correct them quickly. The alcohol server certification exam, grading, and uploading the information to an ABC database would increase the costs of an RBS training course by an estimated $5. This would also create some incentive to publish the alcohol server certification exam questions and allow alcohol servers to memorize an answer key rather than learn the information.

Allowing training providers to administer the alcohol server certification exam at the end of their RBS training courses is the easiest way to execute them. This option would not place any additional burden
upon alcohol servers or ABC on-premises licensees beyond paying for and attending the RBS training course and the additional time to take a written exam following the conclusion of an RBS training course. Training providers would be able to upload all information on their students to the ABC online certification system at one time for those who took the course and passed the exam.

However, when training providers administer the alcohol server certification exam, there is a greatly increased likelihood for fraud by both the alcohol servers and the training providers. ABC would need to allocate significant resources to audit individual RBS training courses to ensure the material being taught and the administrations of the alcohol server certification exam are being done as approved by ABC. Extensive ABC auditing would be the only way to ensure alcohol servers are being taught the correct curriculum and the anticipated benefits of the program are realized.

The RBSTPA regulations package would need to include alcohol server certification exam requirements to be met by the training providers. Examples include, being taken in pen, being corrected and graded by the RBS Trainers themselves, and graded tests being provided to ABC for auditing purposes.

Through giving training providers the power to individually certify and test their students, additional limits on approved training providers would also need to be imposed, such as no affiliation or employment with any ABC licensee. ABC would need a more extensive approval process for RBS Trainers on an individual basis, including background and affiliation checks. The extra steps for approval would raise the per trainer cost by $100-$200 and add an additional start-up cost of $100,000 for the training providers in year 2020, and an ongoing cost of $5,000 per year due to RBS Trainer turn over.

Under Alternative 2, the quality of the RBS training provided by implementation of the RBSTPA would suffer. Alcohol server certification exam creation would also be a big barrier to entry for the non-profit and options currently in the market that do not provide extensive testing in their current RBS training course. The increased enforcement costs for ABC personnel and law enforcement agencies to enforce the RBSTPA standards under this alternative would approach or even exceed the costs saved under this model in order to provide the benefits envisioned in the legislative intent for the RBSTPA.

The market pressures driving training providers accredited under this option would lead to faster and less-intensive RBS training courses and alcohol server certification exams as training providers seek more market share. These market pressures have manifested themselves in other mandatory RBS jurisdictions and are seen as negating the positive economic impacts surrounding overconsumption of alcohol which goes against the Legislative intent of the RBSTPA. If the implementation of the RBSTPA does not provide at least a one percent reduction to the overuse of alcohol the benefits would not outweigh the considerable costs of implementing the RBSTPA in the California economy. ABC does not anticipate a five percent reduction in the overuse of alcohol under Alternative 2. For this reason, Alternative 2 was rejected by the ABC.

MANDATED USE OF ABC ONLINE CERTIFICATE SYSTEM

The creation and mandatory implementation of the department’s online certification system will require ABC on-premises licensees, alcohol servers, training providers, law enforcement and the ABC to all use an online certification system to validate alcohol server certifications. The proposed alternative provides a more robust and secure system than a paper certificate system and allows all parties to keep records in a free online database to lower the economic burden on affected persons.

A prescriptive standard was explored for the reporting and record keeping mandates within the RBSTPA, but it was a larger economic burden to require each ABC on-premises licensee and training
provider to create their own records keeping system. ABC anticipates that ABC on-premises licensees and training providers who already have an electronic system to track and report data will be able to automate their reporting through the ABC online certification system using most current technologies causing no change in their systems or burden upon them to replace their technology solutions.
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1. Statement of the Need for the Proposed Regulation

AB 1221, the Responsible Beverage Service (RBS) Training Program Act of 2017 (RBSTPA), is codified in the California Business and Professions Code, Division 9, Chapter 16, Article 4. It requires the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) to develop, implement, and administer a curriculum for a statewide RBS program and promulgate regulations specifically addressing the approval of RBS Training Providers on or before January 1, 2020.29 ABC is also granted general authority to adopt rules necessary for the administration of the RBSTPA.30

A 2015 study shows the total yearly cost of excessive alcohol consumption for the entire California economy was $35 billion in 2010.31 The Legislature sought to curb the negative effects of overuse of alcohol by enacting the RBSTPA and making RBS training courses and an exam mandatory for all persons who serve alcohol for consumption and their managers.32 The legislative intent of the RBSTPA is to reduce service of alcohol to intoxicated customers and underage persons at ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises. Other states have implemented similar programs to the RBSTPA and have seen the overuse of alcohol diminish within their jurisdictions.

2. Definitions

The following definitions are used and presented for the purposes of this document and the RBSTPA. They create no change to any definitions found within the ABC Act or its accompanying regulations.

**Alcohol Server** - Persons employed at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises that serves alcohol to the public for consumption and managers of those persons.33

**ABC On-Sale License** – ABC License that grants the privilege to serve alcoholic drinks to customers who consume them within the licensed premises. Many different types of ABC licenses qualify under this definition.34

**ABC On-Sale Licensee** – The owner of an ABC On-Sale License

**ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises** – Establishment where an ABC On-Sale Licensee uses the privileges granted by an ABC On-Sale License.

---

29 Business and Professions Code § 25681(b)(1)
30 Business and Profession Code § 25685(b)
32 Business and Professions Code § 25680(a)
33 *Id.*
34 The following Licenses have On-Sale privileges: Type 1, 2, 3, 4, 23, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, Duplicate 47, 48, Duplicate 48, 49, Duplicate 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, Duplicate 53, 54, 55, Duplicate 55, 56, Duplicate 56, 57, Duplicate 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, Duplicate 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, Duplicate 71, 72, Duplicate 72, 73, 74, 75, Duplicate 75, 76, Duplicate 76, 77, 78, Duplicate 78, 80, 83, 86, 87, Duplicate 87, 88, Duplicate 88.
Accreditation Agency – A business entity ABC has given the authority to approve RBS Training Providers by reviewing the material in their RBS Training Courses. The Accreditation Agency must comply with the standards set within the RBSTPA and the accompanying regulations.

Manager – Anyone who oversees, supervises, or trains an alcohol server at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises.

Oversee – Including but not limited to making policy or operational decisions which dictate how alcohol service is performed at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises, such as when to check identification, or when to refuse service to a customer.

RBS Certification Exam – Exam given to alcohol servers after they receive an RBS Training Course to test the alcohol server’s knowledge of required RBS material.

RBS Trainer – An owner or employee of an RBS Training Provider that creates, maintains, or delivers an RBS Training Course.

RBS Training Course – A course that complies with the standards found in the RBSTPA and is accredited by ABC or an authorized Accreditation Agency.

RBS Training Provider – An approved business entity that uses an RBS Training Course to provide alcohol servers the training necessary to pass the RBS Certification Exam and be certified under the RBSTPA.

Serving alcoholic beverages for consumption - constitutes any of the following; (1) checking customer identification, (2) taking customer alcoholic drink orders, (3) pouring alcoholic drinks for customers, or (4) delivering alcoholic drinks to customers, by an alcohol server, as defined under Business and Professions Code § 25680(a), with a member of the public as an employee or contractor of an ABC On-Sale Licensee.

3. Major Regulation Determination

Senate Bill 617 (Stats. 2011, ch. 496) established new regulatory impact assessment standards for major regulations. State agencies must conduct a Standardized Regulatory Impact Assessment (SRIA) when it estimates that a proposed regulation has an economic impact exceeding $50 million.

The California state economy is heavily reliant upon the hospitality industries. ABC currently has 56,098 licensed establishments in the state with on-sale privileges, meaning they can provide alcohol to the public to be consumed on the licensed premises. ABC and the various industries involved estimate each of these ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises have an average of twenty Alcohol Servers who will need to be certified under the new RBSTPA mandate. Using these estimates as a baseline, ABC estimates 1,000,000 individuals will be required to successfully take an accredited RBS Training Course and pass an RBS Certification Exam to serve alcohol at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises prior to August 31, 2021.
The average statewide RBS Training Course in California currently costs $30-$40, if the course is not given for free by a non-profit group or governmental agency. The national average cost of an RBS Training Course in areas where RBS Training Courses are mandatory is currently $17.50. ABC and its stakeholders estimate the average cost for an RBS Training Course in California will be $20 after the mandatory requirement is put into place due to increased demand and competition. The administration of an RBS Certification Exam by ABC is estimated to cost $3-$5. Each Training Course will be estimated to be 4 hours long requiring employers to pay an average of $64 in wages per Alcohol Server. In total the estimated average cost of an RBS Training Course is $89 per Alcohol Server for the initial rollout. Due to the large scale of people directly impacted by the RBSTPA, the economic impact of the proposed regulations will far exceed the $50,000,000 threshold for a major regulation within the first year of mandatory RBS training just for the costs of the RBS Training Courses.

4. Methods by which the Agency sought public input

ABC has sought public input from the stakeholders most affected by the RBSTPA regulations package. To seek this input ABC has held public stakeholder meetings throughout California. The RBS stakeholders were divided into five different groups; ABC On-Sale Licensees, local government leaders, law enforcement agencies, alcohol policy groups, and current and prospective RBS Training Providers.

The first sessions occurred in September and October 2018 to establish baselines with the industry and discuss the needs of the program set by the RBSTPA. Many of the above estimates come directly from the initial public stakeholder outreach and the ABC policy decisions were all made with the various stakeholders in mind.

ABC has continually sought to develop an RBSTPA mailing list to update the stakeholders of further ABC policy options and decisions. Using its RBSTPA mailing list, ABC sent a survey regarding mandatory curriculum topics in November 2018. ABC also sought input on the creation of the RBSTPA Curriculum through the use of this list. ABC will continue to work with stakeholders throughout the RBSTPA regulations promulgation process.

The second group of stakeholder meetings was held in February 2019. These sessions involved specific discussions regarding policy decisions made by ABC in the intervening period, and how the various stakeholders will interact with the RBSTPA’s implementation. It focused on the implementation of ABC’s full-service system allowing stakeholders to implement all requirements of the RBSTPA without building their own technology as well as in depth discussion of possible curriculum topics.

The third group of stakeholder meetings will be held in June 2019. These sessions will involve a workshop to discuss the proposed regulatory language with the various stakeholder groups and obtain input prior to formally noticing the proposed regulatory language through the Office of Administrative Law.

Through the above public outreach, ABC sought to ensure the public is aware of the RBSTPA and the changes to RBS training and the ABC On-Sale Licensee industry in California. ABC made this effort with hope the implementation of the RBSTPA will be smooth and consistent. It is anticipated the normal regulations notice period will begin on July 5, 2019 and the public will again be able to be engaged and
work with ABC to ensure the regulatory language will be the best for all affected parties and fulfill the legislative intent of curbing the harmful costs of overuse of alcohol on the California economy and California citizens.

5. Economic impact method and approach.

ABC has worked with the ABC On-Sale Licensees and other ABC stakeholders to provide estimates of the number various entities directly impacted by the RBSTPA regulations package. These same stakeholders, through meetings with ABC, have aided in the development of the costs associated with each of these groups as the RBSTPA is implemented in 2020 and 2021. ABC relied upon vetted and published academic studies cited to make good faith estimates regarding the benefits of implementing the RBSTPA. ABC used the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II) to provide the multipliers to show additional effects of the costs, investments, and benefits of the proposed regulations on the California economy. Where estimates cannot be done with accuracy, due to a lack of available data, or are overly broad, impacts are stated qualitatively rather than quantitatively.

6. Description of Agency’s baseline

As discussed above, the estimated annual cost to California’s economy for the overuse or alcohol is $35 billion dollars annually.

ABC has a total of 56,098 ABC On-Sale Licensees as of 2018. The average yearly growth of ABC On-Sale Licensees is 2.11 percent over the preceding four years.

Current RBS courses in California, in a limited and fragmented market, are either provided in limited fashion for free by non-profit and governmental organizations or cost $30-$40 per student. ABC estimates there are about 75 active businesses and non-profit entities currently providing this service in California.

There are small fragmented markets for RBS training created by the various local jurisdictions that currently require mandatory RBS training. It is estimated 10% of the Alcohol Servers in California reside in these mandatory areas. However, the current RBS courses, standards, and effects vary throughout the state based on numerous factors. These disparate and fragmented requirements are enforced differently by each jurisdiction making it very difficult to measure current effects or impacts on a statewide level. It is anticipated that none of these RBS courses currently being used will be fully compliant with the mandatory RBSTPA guidelines set by the Legislature and the anticipated RBSTPA regulations package set forth by ABC.

Some ABC On-Sale Licensees throughout California attempt to give their employees RBS training in order to educate their staff, limit likelihood of ABC violations, and lower insurance rates, even if it is not required by their local jurisdiction. The current RBS training in these circumstances is often ineffective, sporadic, and does not lead to a change in outcomes.35 It is estimated another 10% of all qualified Alcohol Servers receive at least one RBS training from their employers in non-mandatory

---

35 Toomey et al., “Qualitative Assessment of Training Programs for Alcohol Servers and Establishment Managers,” Public Health Reports, Vol. 113 (March/April 1998)
jurisdictions. Some of the costs attributed to the new program will be redirected by ABC On-Sale Licensees from old forms of RBS training provided to employees. There is no way to know how much is currently spent on RBS training by ABC On-Sale Licensees and thus it is impossible to show how much of the estimated economic impact will be lessened by diverting funds already used yearly for this purpose. Through its meetings with stakeholders and information provided on a small scale, ABC considers these current RBS training funds to be small enough to be negligible in the overall economic impact analysis.

ABC’s Licensee Education on Alcohol and Drugs (LEAD) program has long been the standardized RBS program offered throughout California. Many of the mandatory jurisdictions use LEAD as a minimum standard for RBS Training Courses. However, LEAD will not comply with the high standards set by the Legislature when the RBSTPA goes into effect in 2021. It is hoped that these increased standards will have a higher impact on reducing the total overuse of alcohol throughout California.

ABC is anticipating that it will need to fill the role of accrediting RBS Training Providers without an approved Accreditation Agency. ABC does not want to influence the RBS Training Course market while also being the sole decision maker to allow RBS Training Providers into the market. Therefore, ABC believes it must stop offering its LEAD program for staff at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises once the implementation of the RBSTPA has begun rather than updating the LEAD program to comply with the new standards of the RBSTPA. ABC anticipates all Alcohol Servers in all areas of California will be able to receive approved RBS Training Courses from approved RBS Training Providers once the RBSTPA is implemented. But, if ABC becomes aware of an underserved population, ABC retains the ability to enter the training market and provide an approved RBS Training Course to fill gaps in accessibility as needed.

7. Economic impacts of the proposed major regulation by category.

**Alcohol Servers**

The individuals who fall under the statutory definition of an Alcohol Server\(^{36}\) will be directly impacted by the RBSTPA and ABC’s proposed regulation package. In order to better understand and estimate the number of individuals included in this definition, ABC needed to define “serving alcoholic beverages for consumption” under the Alcohol Server definition.

ABC is defining alcohol server as someone employed or contracted at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises who participates in any of the four following steps in Serving Alcohol to the public for consumption at an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises, (1) checking identification for age of the customer, (2) taking a customer’s alcoholic drink order, (3) pouring an alcoholic drink for a customer, or (4) delivering an alcoholic drink to a customer. This definition excludes persons who serve small samples of alcoholic beverages to other ABC licensees in an attempt to distribute alcoholic products and targets the public service at ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises to limit the service of alcohol to intoxicated customers and minors. The proposed definition limits individuals who qualify as Alcohol Servers under the statutory definition, but still complies with the legislative intent of the RBSTPA.

---

\(^{36}\) Business and Professions Code § 25680(a)
ABC estimates that currently 1,000,000 people will be directly impacted by the new requirement and qualify as alcohol servers under the new mandate. Each of these individuals will be required to pay for an RBS Training Program and RBS Certification Exam, at an estimated average of $25, receive RBS Training from an accredited RBS Training Provider, and receive reimbursement for costs of the training program and wages for the time spent in the RBS Training Program from their current employer at an estimated average of $16 per hour. An RBS Training Course will last an average of four (4) hours.

After the initial implementation, ABC anticipates that ABC On-Sale Licensees will require all newly hired alcohol servers to be certified prior to being hired and the burden to pay for and take any RBS Training Course will fall upon the individual alcohol servers for their initial certification.

**ABC On-Sale Licensees**

ABC On-Sale Licensees employ persons who will qualify as alcohol servers under the statutory definition. Through the ABC stakeholder meetings, ABC is informed that the ABC On-Sale Licensee believe they must provide wages to their current employees at the ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises for the amount of time taken to complete the RBS Training Course, and reimbursement for the cost of the RBS Training Course. The mandatory certification will be a requirement for their continued employment and ABC On-Sale Licensees believe California law requires employers reimburse employees for these types of trainings. In addition, some Alcohol Servers in certain hospitality industries have union contracts with their employers requiring wages for time spent in any mandatory training and reimbursement for mandatory training costs.

The RBSTPA requires all ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises to only employ alcohol servers with a valid certification, and to keep records of certifications available for inspection upon request. Each ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises will need to create and continually update a set of certification records for its alcohol servers as required by the RBSTPA.

**RBS Training Providers**

Prior to the passing of the RBSTPA, California had both for profit training companies and non-profit organizations that provided RBS training. Most of these existing RBS programs are located in county and city jurisdictions with mandatory RBS training. These local jurisdictions had various rules and disparate requirements making it difficult to create one unified program within California.

Existing RBS programs will benefit from an increased market size and a uniform statewide program. An estimated 100,000 alcohol servers in California are required to receive some type of RBS training by the various local mandates in place prior to the passage of the RBSTPA. The new RBS training market will be required to grow close to 1000% with the estimated 1,000,000 individuals being required to take an RBS Training Course, as noted above. In addition, the 100,000 individuals currently receiving training were formerly segregated by different rules and requirements forcing programs to specialize in specific geographic areas with courses that did not always comply with other local mandates. This barrier to
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37 See discussion of the need of ABC On-Sale Licensees to reimburse current employees for the amount paid for their RBS Training Course and pay wages for time taking the course below.
38 Minimum Wage in 2021 will be $15 per hour in California.
39 California Labor Code § 2802
40 Business and Professions Code § 25682(b)(1).
entry will be removed with the new unified statewide system under the RBSTPA allowing every
approved RBS Training Provider to participate in a statewide market using the same RBS Training
Course standard established by the RBSTPA and its accompanying regulations.

Each RBS Training Provider, including existing RBS programs, will need to seek accreditation under
the standards set by ABC through the RBSTPA regulations. Accreditation will involve approval of an
RBS Training Course used by RBS Trainers employed or contracted by an RBS Training Provider. It is
estimated this process will cost RBS Training Providers $800-$1000 per curriculum approval. Each RBS
Training Provider will also need to modify their existing trainings to comply with the statutorily
mandated subjects and ABC regulated subject matter required for accreditation. In discussing with the
industry, depending on the current curriculum of an RBS Training Provider, this content development
should cost from $2,000 to $10,000.

**RBS Accreditation Agency**

ABC is required by statute to choose one or more accreditation agencies to approve RBS Training
Providers by the standards set by ABC.\(^{41}\) ABC is allowed to recover its costs for the process of ensuring
an Accreditation Agency is appropriate for approval.\(^{42}\) ABC wishes to ensure an Accreditation Agency’s
impartiality and is requiring Accreditation Agencies to refrain from providing their own RBS Training
Courses and have no affiliation with any RBS Training Provider or ABC On-Sale Licensee. Estimated
costs of ABC approval will be $1500 per Accreditation Agency for background checks of all owners and
decision makers to ensure the Accreditation Agency complies with the above approval requirements.
ABC has received no requests from any individuals or businesses who seek to become an RBS
Accreditation Agency.

8. **Description of all economic costs due to the proposed regulatory change.**

**Costs of Initial Implementation of the RBSTPA**

This analysis will consider the costs and benefits to those in California affected by the RBSTPA from
the date of filing with the Secretary of State to the completion of the first round of RBS Training for the
estimated 1,000,000 servers currently employed in California.

**Alcohol Servers**

Each alcohol server will be required to successfully complete an RBS Training Course and pass an RBS
Certification Exam. RBS Training Courses are varied in cost, and some non-profits provide free RBS
Training Courses three to four times a year. On average, it is estimated that alcohol servers will pay $20
per RBS Training Course and $3 -$5 to pass the RBS Certification Exam administered by ABC.

Alcohol servers will also incur the cost of an average of four hours of their time to complete both the
RBS Training Course and take the RBS Certification Exam. The average hourly worth of alcohol server
time in 2021 is estimated to average $16 per hour, for a total of $64 per server time lost.

---

\(^{41}\) Business and Professions Code § 25681(a)(2)

\(^{42}\) Id.
Alcohol servers who are currently employed by an ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises will be paid at their hourly wage for the amount of time needed to complete the RBS Training Course and be reimbursed for the cost of the course due to the RBS Training Course being a requirement of their continued employment. However, this will most likely be given to Alcohol Server as a part of their normal scheduled hours already being currently worked. Thus, the initial costs of the RBSTPA for alcohol servers will be borne by ABC On-Sale Licensees through these reimbursements.

**ABC On-Sale Licensees**

As discussed above, ABC On-Sale Licensees have informed ABC that they plan to pay their employees at their hourly wage for the amount of time needed to complete the RBS Training Course. ABC On-Sale Licensees believe that this requirement is due to California Labor Law or various union contracts enforceable by industry. This cost constitutes $89 per Alcohol Server.

ABC On-Sale Licensees will need to install a certificate tracking system or modify an existing tracking system to ensure all employees that are alcohol servers are certified according to law. ABC is developing a full-service database system to minimize this cost of a new certificate tracking system for ABC On-Sale Licensees. Under the current chosen alternative, ABC and its stakeholders have estimated an average cost of $200 per ABC On-Sale Licensed Premises to sync their records to the ABC full-service system in the first year. Further ongoing costs of keeping these records to date will be included in actions of previous record keeping requirements and are therefore negligible and are not included in this assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs for ABC On-Sale Licensees</th>
<th>Direct Costs in Millions of Dollars</th>
<th>RIMS II Multiplier</th>
<th>Total Economic Impact in Millions of Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursements for RBS Training Course for existing employees</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2.338343</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursement for ABC Administered RBS Certification Exam for existing employees</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.219144</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages Paid to Alcohol Servers</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>2.132145</td>
<td>136.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create and Maintain Records for the RBSTPA</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2.132146</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Costs for ABC On-Sale Licensees</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>218.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**RBS Training Providers**

Current RBS Training Providers will need to expand and update their RBS Training Courses to comply with the new RBSTPA standards. The average estimated cost per the RBS industry to adapt their training to the new mandates is $8,000 for technology, staff, and time spent.

Each RBS Training Provider will also pay an estimated cost of $1,000 to either an Accreditation Agency or ABC to receive approval for an RBS Training Course.

ABC estimates through its stakeholder outreach and through discussing with the industry 75 RBS Training Providers will seek accreditation. This includes many of the 75 existing RBS Training Providers in California, consolidation of the existing 75 RBS Training providers into one program, and new entries to the California RBS training market from existing out of state providers.

ABC has learned from current RBS training providers that since they are currently giving courses, updating courses, and have trained staff, the only costs created by the implementation of the RBSTPA is the estimated start-up costs of updating curriculum and training initial new hires in 2020. ABC and current RBS training providers do not estimate any new ongoing costs going forward due to the implementation of the RBSTPA or the accompanying regulations package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs for RBS Providers</th>
<th>Initial Estimates in Millions</th>
<th>RIMS II Multiplier</th>
<th>Total Economic Impact in Millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Training Providers creation of RBS Training Courses and Initial Approval</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.338347</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Yearly Analysis of Costs and Benefits of Implementation of the RBSTPA**

The following is a yearly analysis of the costs and benefits to all impacted starting with the anticipated date of filing the RBSTPA Regulations Package with the Secretary of State, estimated to be January 1, 2020, using the base estimates analyzed above, including applicable RIMS II Multipliers. In addition, it will take into account the following; ABC has documented the average yearly growth of ABC On-Sale Licensees in California at 2.11% from 2014 through 2018 and, ABC has learned from its stakeholders that statewide the average yearly turnover rate for Alcohol Servers is estimated to be 20%.

**Yearly Costs of Implementation of the RBSTPA**

In the first year, 2020, a total of $0.68 Million for start-up costs for RBS Training Providers and $11.22 Million of start-up costs for ABC On-Sale Licensees to create required records to track their alcohol server employees’ certifications. There will be $8.9 Million of costs to ABC On-Sale Licensees to train an estimated 100,000 servers by the end of the first year, bringing the total costs for 2020 to $ 20.8 Million.

---
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In 2021, there will be the training of an estimated 900,000 existing employed alcohol servers. The cost to ABC On-Sale Licensees for this training is $80.1 Million.

In 2022, it is estimated that there will be 221,100 alcohol servers trained based on the average yearly industry growth of ABC On-Sale Licenses and turnover rate in existing alcohol server jobs outlined above. These will all be new hires, and therefore, the ABC On-Sale Licensees will not be required to reimburse alcohol servers for their time or costs to take the RBS Training Course. The cost of RBS Training for the alcohol servers is an estimated $19.7 Million in 2022.

In 2023, it is estimated that there will be 276,965 alcohol servers trained based on expiring licenses from 2020, the average yearly industry growth of ABC On-Sale Licenses and turnover rate in existing alcohol server jobs outlined above. ABC On-Sale Licensees will bear the $4.6 Million cost for the 51,200 renewals and the remaining 225,765 will be newly hired alcohol servers and their cost is estimated at $20.1 Million. The total cost for 2023 is estimated to be $24.7 Million.

In 2024, there is an estimated 230,529 newly hired alcohol servers and an estimated 460,800 retained alcohol servers that must renew their expiring RBS Certification. The cost of training the 230,529 new hires will be $20.5 Million, and the cost of training 460,800 retained alcohol servers will be $41 Million for ABC On-Sale Licensees. The total costs for 2024 are estimated to be $61.5 Million.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>First Time Certifications</th>
<th>Turnover Servers</th>
<th>Re-Certifications</th>
<th>Total Trainees</th>
<th>Total Servers Statewide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>21,100</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>211,100</td>
<td>1,021,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>21,545</td>
<td>204,220</td>
<td>51,200</td>
<td>276,965</td>
<td>1,042,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>208,529</td>
<td>460,800</td>
<td>691,329</td>
<td>1,064,645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar three-year costs cycle of new hires and retained alcohol servers will continue moving forward from 2024 coupled with an estimated 20% yearly turnover for alcohol servers, and a 2.11% average yearly industry growth in the amount of ABC On-Sale Licensees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs in Millions of Dollars</th>
<th>2020-</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Training Providers</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC On-Sale Licensees</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>145.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Servers</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>206.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Benefits of the RBSTPA Regulations Package

The goal of the RBSTPA is to reduce the costs of overuse of alcohol on the California economy. Currently the most recent study estimates that in 2010 a total of $35,010,600,000 was the cost of the overuse of alcohol in California. It is difficult to estimate the total effect upon the overuse of alcohol after the implementation of the RBSTPA, but it can be inferred the total overuse of alcohol will decrease by some measurable amount. If the implementation of the RBSTPA can diminish the overuse of alcohol by just five percent, it would lead to a $1,750,530,000 yearly benefit to the California economy beginning in the year 2022. ABC anticipates the positive effects will expand to a ten percent reduction in the overuse of alcohol throughout the state by the end of the third year, leading to a benefit of $3,501,060,000 in 2024.

Oregon implemented a similar mandate that Alcohol Servers receive RBS Training Courses. The effect of the law increased over the first three years of experience, as the proportion of servers in the state who were trained increased. In the first six months under the new policy, there was an estimated reduction in single vehicle nighttime (SVN) crashes of 4%. But by the end of the first year under the new rules, the observed reduction in single vehicle nighttime crashes increased to 11%, increasing again to a reduction of 18% by the end of the second year and 23% by the end of the third year. These figures represent the net estimated decline in single vehicle nighttime crashes following the implementation of the mandatory training policy, independent of the effects of long-term patterns and cycles in single vehicle nighttime crashes in Oregon, independent of the effects of policy changes reducing the allowable driving blood alcohol level to .08 g/dl, independent of policy changes strengthening DUI enforcement and penalties, and controlling for the pattern in SVN crashes in the other 47 contiguous states which did not implement a mandatory training policy.48 ABC is optimistic the implementation of the RBSTPA will have a similar effect in California leading to the yearly five percent decrease above by 2022 and 2023. If California can see similar effects to the Oregon implementation of Mandatory RBS Training for Alcohol Servers, ABC is anticipating a full ten percent reduction in the overuse of alcohol in the state and the corresponding reduction of the costs borne by the California economy by 2024.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Benefits in Billions</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in cost of overuse of Alcohol in California</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Economic impact of estimated first 12-Month period exceeding $50 million

It is anticipated the RBSTPA Regulations package will go into effect on or before January 1, 2020. Once the regulations go into effect, the costs associated with building the ABC database and RBS
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Certification Exam portal will begin as well as the RBS Training Provider accreditations and modifications to their programs. Most of this will occur within the first nine months of 2020. It is estimated 75 RBS Training Providers will seek approval and each will have to create a conforming RBS Training Course. During this nine-month period, the economic impact will not approach $50,000,000 as shown by the estimates above.

The actual training of the 1,000,000 Alcohol Servers in California is anticipated to begin on September 1, 2020. This will allow one year for all the training to occur prior to the statutory deadline of August 31, 2021. This one-year period will include the $100.2 Million estimated economic impact on ABC On-Sale Licensees associated with providing RBS Training Courses to alcohol servers and the time to create the records systems to track employee certifications. However, it is anticipated the large majority of alcohol servers, close to 75%, will choose to comply with the mandatory RBS Training Courses between May 1, 2021 and August 31, 2021. This four-month period is estimated to include $75.2 Million of the economic impact on ABC On-Sale Licensees, stated above.

10. Fiscal Impact to State Government and Alternatives Considered

The RBSTPA required ABC to develop, implement, and administer a curriculum for an RBS training program on or before January 1, 2020.49 Once standards are established by regulation, ABC will be tasked with auditing and enforcing administrative penalties for non-compliance with the regulations by ABC On-Sale Licensees, any approved Accreditation Agencies, or RBS Training Providers. Most of ABC’s regulatory costs are fixed due to the Legislative mandate on the implementation of the RBSTPA. ABC is incurring costs to develop, implement, and administer the RBSTPA.

Although some local jurisdictions have mandated RBS Training currently, these programs can be approved under the implementation of the RBSTPA or discontinued depending on the choices of the local jurisdictions. It is anticipated that most funding provided on the local level for mandatory RBS programs will remain constant in these areas because most of the local costs were based on enforcement through their local peace officers. Regardless, the RBSTPA does not create a new local mandate of any kind either in the statute or the proposed regulations.

The RBS Certification Exam50 is an area where the statute was otherwise silent. Below, three differing options for administering the RBS Certification Exam are discussed weighing the burdens upon ABC On-Sale Licensees, alcohol servers, and RBS Training Providers versus the certainty the RBS Program is providing its anticipated benefits of educating alcohol servers statewide.

Proposed Solution – ABC Administration of an Online RBS Certification Exam

ABC determined it would need to have some sort of online database to make it feasible to enable ABC On-Sale Licensees to ensure alcohol servers have been certified under the RBSTPA. An online system would also limit alcohol server fraud in manufacturing fake RBS Certifications. In researching the

49 Business and Professions Code § 25681(a)
50 Business and Professions Code § 25681(d)
online database system, ABC discovered providing a full-service system including an ABC administered RBS Certification Exam would provide the best outcomes.

An online RBS Certification Exam would limit the burden on alcohol servers, have better accessibility statewide, and provide funds for a contractor, or ABC IT, to build ABC’s database, online RBS Certification Exam, and provide support to the alcohol servers using the online RBS Certification Exam. An online RBS Certification Exam would remove fraud possibilities from the RBS Training Providers and be self-auditing through collection of exam pass rates and success rates of specific questions and topics.

This will allow ABC to use analytics collected from the exam results to show the effectiveness of each RBS Training Provider, RBS Trainer, and RBS Training Course to facilitate monitoring the effectiveness of the RBSTPA implementation. This data collection and conversion into functional analytics would not be possible under other exam options. In addition, the exam pass/fail results would be immediately accessible to both the alcohol servers and ABC On-Sale Licensees seeking to confirm their employees’ compliance. An online RBS Certification Exam would have the ability to randomly generate questions. This would greatly decrease the likelihood of alcohol servers memorizing answer keys and not truly understanding the material. For alcohol servers who do not pass the online RBS Certification Exam, immediate feedback could be given regarding the topics of questions they were unable to answer to increase their chances of passing in the future.

The ABC Administered RBS Certification Exam option was chosen because it was shown to provide the largest scale economic and educational benefits with the least adverse economic impact upon alcohol servers, ABC On-Sale Licensees, and RBS Training Providers.

The following are estimates for information technology (IT) and program development costs analysis done by ABC Staff. This program will be on a revolving three-year cycle due to the length of a valid RBS certification as discussed above in the yearly economic impact analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC RBSTPA Staff(^{51})</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>2,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Solution Funding</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1,268</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>2,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC Enforcement of RBSTPA</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td>2,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>1,829</td>
<td>1,217</td>
<td>2,115</td>
<td>1,882</td>
<td>7,621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{51}\) These amounts are from, 2018-2019 Budget Change Proposal that is already in place to provide ABC staff to implement the RBSTPA.
The revenues generated from the ABC administration of the RBS Certification Exam will need to cover the initial start-up and ongoing costs of the three-year cycles while seeking to be revenue neutral. The fees will be adjusted overtime to ensure that the program will be revenue neutral over time. If there are no applications received by ABC for an Accreditation Agency, ABC will need to provide all approvals for the estimated 75 RBS Training providers. It is also estimated in this table that ABC will apply a $5 fee per RBS Certification Exam.

### Revenue in Thousands of Dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018-19</th>
<th>2019-20</th>
<th>2020-21</th>
<th>2021-22</th>
<th>2022-23</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from ABC Approval of RBS Training Providers and yearly fees</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>131.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from ABC Administration of RBS Certification Exam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1,105.5</td>
<td>1,384.8</td>
<td>7,490.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5,018.75</td>
<td>1,124.25</td>
<td>1,403.55</td>
<td>7,621.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Estimated Cost and Benefits of Proposed Solution

### Costs in Millions of Dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Training Providers</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC On-Sale Licensees</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>145.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Servers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>206.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Estimated Benefits in Billions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in the cost of the overuse of Alcohol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alternative 1 – In-Person and Online Proctoring for RBS Certification Exam

ABC examined the option of mandating the RBS Certification Exam for alcohol servers be formally proctored outside of an RBS Training Course with an exam created by ABC. ABC would create an exam by contracting with education and exam creation experts to ensure the veracity of the challenge exam. This contract would have an estimated cost of $25,000 for a full finished product. The proctoring option would ensure RBS Training Providers teach the appropriate material and the alcohol server has learned the material with a low likelihood of fraud. Requiring the RBS Certification Exam to be proctored would allow accompanying regulations for the approval of the Accreditation Agency and RBS Training Providers to be less costly as there would not be the need for costly extensive background checks for the RBS Training Providers. This would decrease the costs associated with RBS Training Provider approval by ABC for all parties involved. In addition, a proctored RBS Certification Exam could be used as a self-auditing tool, so ABC would not need to allocate significant resources to audit the RBS Training Courses being provided after initial approvals.

However, in order to mandate in-person or online proctoring of the RBS Certification Exam, ABC would need to contract with other California entities, like California Community Colleges, other education groups, a private proctoring company, or multiple proctoring companies, to ensure the test is available to all 1,000,000 alcohol servers statewide. ABC would also need to allow the contracted test provider access to the ABC Certification Database to ensure the RBS Certification Exams are matched to the correct alcohol server who received training. The stream of training and testing data would involve many areas where human error could cause increased ABC costs, confusion for law enforcement, and faulty ABC On-Sale Licensee records of employees’ certifications.

The proctoring option would also cause a significant burden upon the alcohol servers and ABC On-Sale Licensees. Paying for individual proctoring can cost as much as $200 per test in rural areas but averages $100 per RBS Certification Exam. This heavy burden would be exacerbated if alcohol servers do not pass on the first attempt as each attempt at passing the RBS Certification Exam would require an additional proctoring fee. This figure does not include travel time and costs to and from a proctoring location. With an anticipated 1,000,000 Alcohol Servers being trained, and factoring the 2.3383 RIMS II multiplier,52 this one additional cost would add over $233,830,000 to the initial fiscal impact of the RBSTPA regulations package in 2020 and 2021. This cost would then be repeated and spread over the next three years in 2022-2024 as the population of alcohol servers experienced turnover and certifications expired after three years. ABC determined the fiscal impact and burden upon alcohol servers and ABC On-Sale Licensees under this alternative was too high to be reasonable and rejected this alternative for the administration of the RBS Certification Exam.

---

52 RIMS II, Other educational services, 611B00, Output.
Many of the existing RBS Training Courses include some sort of exam at the end of their course to ensure the students understand and comprehend the material. Due to the varied and fragmented rules in place in the various mandatory RBS jurisdictions in California, these RBS exams are all different and would most likely fail to comply with the legislative curriculum standards set by the RBSTPA. This would mean that RBS Training Providers would also need to modify and create a RBS Certification Exam leading to another $1000 - $5000 of cost to each of the RBS Training Providers in preparation of accreditation. ABC would also need to authorize each RBS Training Provider’s RBS Certification Exam under this option leading to minor increased costs of accreditation by $100-$200 per RBS Training Provider. These additional startup costs and ABC review fees would add an additional estimated cost of $390,000 to the costs estimated in 2020. These costs would raise the average cost of an RBS Training Course by $3-$5 dollars; this would provide no change to the costs and benefits to alcohol servers but shift the benefits for ABC to recover costs from the administration of the RBS Certification Exam to the RBS Training Providers. ABC would need to recover its costs of the program in some way from the Training Providers directly in years 2021 – 2024, like charging a per student fee of $5. This shifting of costs and benefits does not affect the total estimates of the implementation of the RBSTPA.
Alternative 2 would also incentivize RBS Training Providers to have the shortest and easiest exam under the ABC regulations. This would effectively lower the impact of the RBSTPA over time due to lack of change in alcohol server behavior due to ineffective RBS training. This would cause the ABC estimates of the benefits to the California Economy to be much lower or even non-existent. The RBS Certification Exams would need to have static questions to allow the RBS Trainers the ability to correct them quickly. The RBS Certification Exam, grading, and uploading the information to an ABC database would increase the costs of an RBS Training Course by an estimated $5. This would also create some incentive to publish the RBS Certification Exam questions and allow Alcohol Servers to memorize an answer key rather than learn the information.

Allowing RBS Training Providers to administer the RBS Certification Exam at the end of their RBS Training Courses is the easiest way to execute. This option would not place any additional burden upon alcohol servers or ABC On-Sale Licensees beyond paying for and attending the RBS Training Course and the additional time to take a written exam following the conclusion of an RBS Training Course. RBS Training Providers would be able to upload all information on their students to the ABC Certification Database at one time for those who took the course and passed the exam.

However, when RBS Training Providers administer the RBS Certification Exam, there is a greatly increased likelihood for fraud by both the alcohol servers and the RBS Training Providers. ABC would need to allocate significant resources to audit individual RBS Training Courses to ensure the material being taught and the administrations of the RBS Certification Exam are being done as approved by ABC. Extensive ABC auditing would be the only way to ensure alcohol servers are being taught the correct curriculum and the anticipated benefits of the program are realized.

The RBSTPA Regulations Package would need to include RBS Certification Exam requirements to be met by the individual RBS Training Providers. Examples include, being taken in pen, being corrected and graded by the RBS Training Providers themselves, and graded tests being provided to ABC for auditing purposes.

Through giving RBS Training Providers the power to individually certify and test their students, additional limits on approved RBS Training Providers would also need to be imposed, such as no affiliation or employment with any ABC licensee. ABC would need a more extensive approval process for RBS Trainers on an individual basis, including background and affiliation checks. The extra steps for approval would raise the per trainer cost by $100-$200 and add an additional start-up cost of $100,000 for the Training Providers in year 2020, and an ongoing cost of $5,000 per year due to RBS Trainer turn over.

Under Alternative 2, the quality of the RBS training provided by implementation of the RBSTPA would suffer. RBS Certification Exam creation would also be a big barrier to entry for the non-profit and low-cost options currently in the market that do not provide extensive testing in their current RBS training. The increased enforcement costs for ABC personnel and law enforcement agencies to enforce the RBSTPA standards under this alternative would approach or even exceed the costs saved under this model in order to provide the benefits envisioned in the legislative intent for the RBSTPA.
The market pressures driving RBS Training Providers accredited under this option would lead to faster and less-intensive RBS Training Courses and RBS Certification Exams as RBS Training Providers seek more market share. These market pressures have manifested themselves in other mandatory RBS jurisdictions and are seen as negating the positive economic impacts surrounding overconsumption of alcohol which goes against the Legislative intent of the RBSTPA. If the implementation of the RBSTPA does not provide at least a one percent reduction to the overuse of alcohol the benefits would not outweigh the considerable costs of implementing the RBSTPA in the California economy. ABC does not anticipate a five percent reduction in the overuse of alcohol under Alternative 2, but rather a two percent reduction providing only $750,212,000 yearly indirect benefit to the California economy in 2022 and possibly a 5 percent reduction of $1,750,530,000 in 2024. For this reason, Alternative 2 was rejected by the ABC.

Total Estimated Cost and Benefits of Alternative 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs in Millions of Dollars</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Training Providers</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>053</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC On-Sale Licensees</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>145.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Servers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>207.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Benefits in Billions</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in the cost of the overuse of Alcohol in California</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Regulatory Impact on California Jobs through Implementation of the RBSTPA

The implementation of the RBSTPA will create jobs for the RBS Training Providers as the market expands and money is put into the creation of RBS Courses, investment into infrastructure, and the hiring of more RBS Trainers. ABC On-Sale Licensees will also create some limited jobs through

---

53 The increase Training Provider per year costs of $5,000 disappears with rounding in years 2021-2024.
developing their monitoring and record keeping systems to ensure every alcohol server employed by them are certified.

**Jobs Created**

RBS Training Providers will receive $20 Million from providing the initial RBS Training Courses to the 1,000,000 existing alcohol servers, they will also need to spend $680,000 to update their curriculum and get it approved through ABC. In addition, ABC On-Sale Licensees will invest $11.22 Million in creating and maintaining systems to monitor and review their employees’ mandatory training requirements, and $64 Million in wages to its employees. ABC On-Sale Licensees will be responsible for paying for their employees’ RBS Certification Exams paying $5 Million to ABC. In total these investments will create an estimated 2,316 jobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Investment in Millions</th>
<th>RIMS II Job Multiplier</th>
<th>Total Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Providers</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>31.0019(^{54})</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC On-Sale Licensees</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>22.0431(^{55})</td>
<td>1658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.3364(^{56})</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jobs Lost**

ABC On-Sale Licensees anticipate the need to provide $89 Million dollars to pay for their current employees to be trained as mandated by the RBSTPA, or $89 for each alcohol server the ABC On-Sale Licensee employs. Through the stakeholder meetings discussed above, the ABC does not anticipate any reduction of jobs due to this regulation being implemented.

**12. Changes to California through the Implementation of the RBSTPA**

**Creation or loss of California Businesses**

ABC through its public outreach and economic analysis does not anticipate any creation or loss of businesses in California due to the implementation of the RBSTPA. Although there could be less than ten new RBS Training Providers that enter the market from out of state, it is anticipated that there will also be a consolidation of some existing training providers to pool knowledge and experience to both update and innovate within their existing RBS Training Programs.

\(^{54}\) RIMS II, Other educational services, 611B00, Employment

\(^{55}\) RIMS II, Food Services and drinking places, 62, Employment

\(^{56}\) RIMS II, Other government enterprises, 800A00, Employment
Competitive Advantages or Disadvantages to California Businesses
The implementation of the RBSTPA only affects California RBS Training Providers and California On-Sale Licensees. There are no anticipated out of state competition, advantage or disadvantage to either California business type.

Benefits for California Residents
It is anticipated that the proposed regulations will increase the health, safety, and welfare of all Californians through a reduction in the overuse of alcohol. This will also increase worker safety on California roadways and Californian quality of life. As discussed above the fiscal benefits will benefit all Californians through a lower in costs to the community spent due to the overuse of alcohol. It will also remove the harmful situations commonly experienced when citizens over use alcohol and create tragedies throughout the state.

Changes to Investment within California
It is anticipated that RBS Training Providers will invest $0.68 Million over the first year in an effort to better hone their course offerings and control a portion of the new RBS Training Market created by implementing the RBSTPA. In addition, ABC On-Sale Licensees anticipate investing $11.22 Million in creating and maintaining systems to monitor and review their employees’ mandatory training requirements over the first year to comply with the law, $25 Million in the cost of training their employees, and $64 Million in wages to its employees. This will effectively be a total investment of $100.9 Million dollars in the industry in 2020-2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Investment in Millions</th>
<th>RIMS II Value Added Multiplier</th>
<th>Total Investment in Millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBS Providers</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.3696(^{57})</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC On-Sale Licensees</td>
<td>100.22</td>
<td>1.1609(^{58})</td>
<td>116.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Potential for Innovation in Products, Materials, and Processes
The implementation of the RBSTPA is incentivizing the creation of better Responsible Beverage Service Training Courses that will potentially lead to innovation in how those courses are delivered to alcohol servers both in person and online. ABC is implementing requirements that these courses include interactive elements to ensure that alcohol servers and engaged in the material, can demonstrate their knowledge of the course work, and develop understanding in how to apply it to their employment. This ensures that RBS Training Providers prepare alcohol servers for the RBS Certification Exam and incentivizes innovation to provide quality training to alcohol servers and create a firm hold on a share of the market to provide RBS Training Courses in California.

---

\(^{57}\) RIMS II, Other educational services, 611B00, Value Added
\(^{58}\) RIMS II, Food Services and drinking places, 62, Value Added